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o f i r r i g a t i o n on t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f
sandy d e s e r t s o i l s .

by
Dr. P. Buringh

The main processes of soil formation in arid regions are
physical weathering and wind erosion. As a result of some occasional heavy showers the surface layer of arid soils may become crusty
sometimes even some sheet erosion may occur. There also may be
some lime and salt accumulation in the surface layer.
The soil climate in arid regions is extreme. Soil temperature IS high and affrer some rainfall only the upper few centimeters
become moist during a short period. Vegetation is absent or very
scarce. The soil biological activity is extremely low. The solum
IS shallow. The "dead layer" occurs at a shallow depth. The
mineral composition and the texture are the main soil characteristics. In sandy desert soils the size of the sand grains and the
content of clay and silt are important characteristics for the
agricultural evaluation. As to the mineral composition it is
important to know if the soil consists mainly of quartz, lime
and/or gypsum, or if also weatherable minerals are present.
In bringing arid soils under irrigation there is a very
important change in soil climate, soil biological activity and in
addition the soil chemical conditions become more important. Thest;
processes influence soil formation and change soil characteristics
a.

Soil climate.

As a result of irrigation the soil becomes moist and the
soil temperature drjps. The surface soil may dry out in a rather
short period, the subsoil and substratum however remain moist, in
particular if an intensive cropping system without fallow is
applied. If crops are grown, the direct influence of the radiation of the sun is decreased considerably. VJhen not irrigated
there is a considerable capillary rise and evaporation of moisture
in arid regions the capillary rise often is higher in loamy sand
and loamy soils than in clay soils. The evaporation of soil
moisture increases the accumulation of soluble salts, gypsum and
lime in the solum.
If crops are grown, some roots penetrate in the soil to
a great depth (apprx, 80-100 cm). The subsoil remains moist for
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- 2 a much longer period than the surface layer. In order to profit as
much as possible from the water conservation capacity of the soil,
irrigation practices should be such, that after each irrigation
the soil will be moist to a depth of approximately Ö0 cm.
If irrigation practices are such, that only the upper one
or two decimeters are moistened, then the roots vdll not penetrate
into the deeper soil layers. The soil will dry uut quickly. Irrigation has to be repeated at very short intervals and growing crops
will be rather risky.
b.

Soil biological activity»

In comparison to a non-irrigated soil the biological
activity in an almost permanent moist (irrigated) arid soil becom..
much higher. Besides the activity of micro-organisms there are
also roots and therefore decomposition of organic matter vrithin
the soil. The organic matter content of the surface soil of a
virgin arid soil often is smaller than O„lfo, whereas in the subsoil the organic matter content is still lower, A S a result of
irrigation and cropping there will be a considerable increase in
organic matter content, although the total amount of organic matte
will be low in comparison to soils in humid-temperate regions^
For irrigated-arid soils the almost equal distribution of organic
matter up to the rooting depth is an important fact. Besides an
increase in water holding capacity there also is an increasing ioi:
exchange capacity, which is an important fact especially for the
fertility of sandy soils.
Another important fact is the formation of very fine and
fine soil pores developed in the rooting zone. Those pores increase the water holding capacity of sandy soils (Edelman), It is
noticed in various countries that even sandy soils change considerably when irrigated. Soils even may become greyish up to 60
or Ö0 cm. In Russia a soil scientist therefore introduced a special type of soil: "the Grey Irrigation Soils," which have much
better soil characteristics than the vlr^^ih soils of the same
region, that were never irrigated»
c.

Soil parent material.

Arid sandy soils irrigated with river water carrying fine
sediment change considerably» The river load is deposited on the
surface soil with each irrigation. The deposition of irrigation
silt depends on the water velocity. This gives rise to the formation of irrigation levees and depressions which were studied in
Iraq (Buringh, I960), Russia and some Noi'öh African countries
(Durand), In the Nile delta the irrigation sediments are equally
distributed over the fields by the farmers. In areas with an
intensive system of cropping there is always a biological and
mechanical mixing (homogenization) in the upper soil layers. The

- 3 consequence of irrigation silt deposits is a complete change of
soil parent material and a slight rise of the la.nd surface. This
fact is well known in the Nile delta too, A similar process has
taken place in Roman times in the so-called Karms (Veenenbos,
de Meester, 1963)» For arid sandy soils this process of silting
up due to deposition of silt occurring in irrigation water is
very important, VJhen irrigating with water not carrying any
clayey or silty material (underground v/ater) no deposition of new
material takes place.
The effect of irrigation sedimentation is mainly an
increase in water holding capacity of the soil, sometimes also an
increase in fertility.
d.

Soil chemical processes.

In arid soils, which are almost completely dry, the
chemical activity is extremely low. In moistening the soil, the
soil chemical processes become important, in particular because
soil temperature is such, that chemical processes can act almost
the whole year round, when the soil does not dry out completely.
If weatherable soil minerals are present, the weathering
of such minerals may increase natural fertility. The decomposition
of crop roots in the deeper soil layers even can increase chemical
processes. As the surface soil dries out quickly the chemical
processes become most important in the moistened subsoil.
If soluble salts are present in the irrigation water (even
in low quantities) there is a danger of salinization. This,
however, can easily be prevented by regular leaching especially
in sand soils,, that mostly are permeable.
IfJ as a result of irrigation a high groundwater table is
built up and if groundwater becomes saline, drainage of the land
will be necessary.
In arid sandy soils under permanent irrigation and cropping accumulation of lime can take place under the zone of
rooting. This may finally result in formation of a kind of crust
(croute calcaire) as has been learned from Algeria (Durand,
Boulaine). This, however, is not considered as a serious drawback.
As the subsoil is almost permanent moist clay formation
in the zone of 30 to ^0 or 100 cm may take place in the long run.
In comparison to Steppe soils, in which this is a normal soil
forming process, the clay formation in permanent irrigated-arid
soils proceeds much quicker. Much depends however on the mineral
composition of the soil,-

- 4e.

Conclusions.

The character of sandy-arid soils changes considerably v/hen
irrigated. In order to get the best possible result for irrigated
agriculture, the moistening of the subsoil to a depth of 60 or Ö0 cm
will be necessary. Moistening the whole soil creates a favourable
soil climate, a relatively high biological activity and increases
the chemical processes. Deposition of irrigation silt on the land
improves the granular composition, the water holding capacity
and soil fertility. Maintenance of a sufficient level of fertility
requires suitable soil management practices (town refuse, commercial fertilizers, green manure, occasional leaching).
f.

Evaluation of arid sandy soils for irrigation agriculture.

From the above considerations it may be learned, that for
the evaluation of arid-sandy soils for irrigation agriculture, a
number of external and internal soil characteristics will be important, e.g. location, topography, surface cover (desert pavement)
and for the internal characteristics for example: the macro- and
micro stratification, mechanical composition, mineralogical composition (weatherable minerals), organic matter content, macro- and
micro porosity, chemical composition (lime, gypsum, salt), fertility.
As far as qualities are concerned, the water holding
capacity is one of the most important qualities.
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lA,'ater retaining properties.
An extract from the report of Dr. Sterling Taylor
Consultant to the High Dam Soil Survey Project
i:- July/Aug. 1962,

M§t2E-^l^l:®§;Ei2S_^§E§£i'EY» In selecting the criteria for measuring the water retaining properties of a soil, it is most desirable to select real physical properties of the soil/water
system. Such physical properties are independent of the methods
of measurement, but can be determined by any correct methods.
We thus eliminate such measurements as moisture equivalent vrhich
depends upon the depth of soil in the centrifuge cup and in
general upon the procedure used.
Of the several physical properties available, two are
recommended:
i)

the amount of water retained with an energy equal to or lesp
than -20 joules/kg (1/5 atmosphere of suction at 20°C or
pF 2.3). This amount represents the quantity of water in a
thoroughly moistened but not saturated soil;

ii) the amount of water retained with an energy equal to or less
than -1500 joules/kg (15 atmospheres of suction at 20'^C or
pF 4.2),- This amount represents the quantity of water in a
dry soil.
The difference betv/een the tw^o quantities can be used as
an indication of the probable maximum amount of water that a unit
depth of soil will be able to hold and release to growing plants.
It is tne amount of water in a soil between -what generally is
called the field capacity condition of a soil and the condition
that plants start to wilt.
The last condition, the so-called wilting point, is a
rather well defined mpisture condition as plant roots generally
cannot exert a greater suction than the equivalent of about
15 atmospheres. The so-called field-capacity hov/ever is a
variable moisture condition which depends largely on th'. texture
of the soil and the superposition of layers or horizons of different texture in the soil profile, etc. The use of 1/5 atmosphere of suction or pF 2.3 as the upper limit of available water
therefore is somewhat arbitrary. For loam and clay soils
1/3 atmosphere of suction or pF 2.5 usually is adequate as the
upper limit. For sandy soils, hov/ever, the lower values of
1/5 and even sometimes 1/10 atmosphere, respectively pF 2.3 or
2.2 are taken, as it has experimentally been found that in these
soils more water is retained in the field than is retained vjhen
subjected to 1/3 atmosphere of suction. Also for the soils vrhich
in the top part contain some silt but of which the subsoils consist out of almost pure sand can be expected, that the amount
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of water they will retain in the field is somewhat higher than
if they were of uniform texture throughout.
bars or
millijoules/kg atmospheres bars

pF

cm water mm.Hg
suction suction

-10

1/10

100 2,2

15Ö.5

11615

-20

1/5

200 2o3

199c5

U6.7

-30

1/3

333

2.5

316.2

232.3

-50

1/2

500

-100

1

1000 2.7

501,2

360,5

-500

5

-1000

10

-1500

15

Table 1:

4.2

15^50

1165.4

Conversion table for different expressions
of suction or pressure.

The xvater releasing capacity is measured as the volume o^'
water in a unit bulk volume of soil, which is equal to a depth of
water per unit depth of soil over the entire area. It is expressed either in volume "/o or in m.ms of water depths per dm depth of
soil; both come to the same value. Recent trends express the
available water in cms per cm depth of soil.
Measuring the water retaining capacity by the two above
indicated suction values generally is sufficient to characteriZ'O
a soil for most practical purposes. Both values however represent only tvro points on the so-called moisture release or pF
curve. By measuring also at several other pF values, a more
detailed picture of the moisture release curve is obtained.
^Y-iiS^l^J'^^'li^-^* ^° calculate the for plant groi/fth available
quantity"of"water in a soil, the rooting depth has to be taken
into account. For a soil uniform in texture the calculation is
simply based on multipl^/ing the water releasing capacity with
the rooting depth. For different rooting depths the available
vjater is different (see Fig.l)c For soils in which layers of
different texture alternate within the rooting zone, the available water for each of these layers hc.s to be calculated and
added up.

•n

QH5^'tiïi22_2£_iïriQ§'^i2S_lï§tiËï!* I^ soils without any groundwater
influence, the amount of available v/ater fixes the amount of
water that should be applied in each irrigation, be it surface,
sub-surface or sprinkler irrigation» Sufficient water should bo
applied to restore the moisture in the root zone, augmented by a
small amount for leaching salts. Since the soil moisture will
seldom be reduced to the wilting point (pF !+„2) there alv>ray.3
will be some residual moisture remaining, and the amount needed
in any one application wall be less than the estimated amount.
The extra water needed to leach the salts may be applied
in each irrigation or as is better in the case of sandy soils,
once during the year. The leaching is more effective and the
use of water is more conservative if about 15-30% more water thairequired to restore the moisture in the root zone is applied at
one irrigation per season, rather than in smaller amounts at eaf^»irrigation. Likewise, nutrients wdll be conserved better by the
once a year leaching practice.
In conclusion, therefore, it is assumed that a practice
of this kind will be followed and that for each normal irrigaticr
only that water needed to restore the soil moisture will be
applied, depending therefore on the amiount of available water
used on that moment. Hence, the system: plant-available water
fixes the amount that should be applied at a normal irrigation.
If the amount of available water is small, then each applicatioi,
must be correspondingly small. And consequently the interval
betvjeen irrigations has to be short (see Fig.2)o
All this may require a change in the now existing or
proposed irrigation practices. As novr done in the U.A,R. (jllgypt ,•
the frequency of irrigation is determined by the design of the
irrigation system and not by the cultivator. Even so, any well
designed system using modern techniques for design, should provide for water to be supplied when it is needed by the crop.
On sandy soils there is a strong tendency for the irrigation
interval to be too long and for the am.ount of water supplied in
each irrigation to be too large. The appropriate frequency of
irrigations can be determined from the available water retainin^^:
capacity of the soil as determined from Fig-,1 and from the rate
of evapotranspiration or consumptive use.
The best way to arrive at the evapotranspiration or
consumptive use is to measure it for each crop in a locality.-.
This requires elaborate and well controlled experiments that
are difficult to conduct. Consequently, there are only a few
data available for crops in Egypt. Prof, A. Zein El .\bedine
has made some measurements on cotton, maize, v;heat, and
Berseem (clover) and has kindly made the data that are summarized in table 2 available. He pointed out that there was a
water table present in each of these studies so that the actual
consumptive use would be higher by a small but known amount
than the figures indicate <> In our later use o.f the data we must
take this into account.
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The other method is to estimate the probable evapotranspiration from weather data and coefficients determined by experi
ment in other areas. This has been done for the conditions at
Ismailiya by Erickson (I960) using the Blaney-Criddle formula
with the results given in table 3* It has also been done by
Samie (1961) for the climatological conditions of Alexandria
using the Thornthwaite formula with the results recorded in the
next to last line of table 2.
From these data and considering that the measured values
of Prof. Abedine may be slightly low^ x-.-e can conclude that the
average rate of water use varies between 1 and 2 mm per day durii:-;
the winter to something between 4 and 7 mm per day during the
four summer months. Using these data, figure 2 can be constructed and used to get the maximum length between irrigations.
V/e can also use these data to calculate the maximum
amount of water that needs to be provided for the project to tak-^
care of water needs of the growdng crops and normal leaching and
distribution losses. This can then be compared with estimated
water requirements that are determined by project designers and
engineers. In doing this, we provide for the crop having the
maximum need in any month; the figures are marked in the table
by being circled. These figures have been converted to a maximun
monthly need that is recorded in the last line of both tables
2 and 3« In any real situation, the maximum, crop need for water
will be less than the figures we thus obtain because the cropping
pattern vdll be different and the maximum needs will not occur
for any farm. It is to be noted that the figures for both tables
agree quite well.
If we take these figures and allow an excess 15 percent
for leaching, we can estimate that the maximum farm need for crop
plus leaching is I50 cm per year. If we allow for a 70 percent
irrigation efficiency, this gives a total farm need of 214 cm
of water per year. This can be converted to volume per Feddan
by m.ultiplying by the area of a Feddan to give 9000 m^ per
Feddan per year. According to data given in table 4(M„ Medany
1962), the contemplated requirements for the sandy soils of
Upper Egypt is greatly in excess of this amount, and one wonders
why the irrigation distribution systems proposed, vi^ere not modified to make more efficient use of Egypt's most valuable resource
water. We will not analyze the problem further.
From practical considerations it would appear that eight
days would be a reasonable length of tim.e botvjeen irrigation
applications during the period of maximum water use. It also
appears that anything short of five days would be unsatisfactory
Thus anything between five and eight da3'"S ^'ould be marginal.
Further it appears from the data of tables 2 and 3 that 5 inm of
water per day would be a reasonable rate 01 use to assume for
crops growing during the sum^mer season, With these arguments
we enter figure 2 at the S day interval and find that )4.0 mm of

- 5 available water in the root zone is required and that 25 mm is
the minimum that can reasonably be tolerated. With these arguments we can enter figure 1 and find that for normal crops that
root to a depth of one meter, a water retention of 2.5 mm of
water per dm of soil would be too low; 4 mm would be satisfactory,
and anything between would be marginal. Such soils would still
be unsatisfactory for shallow rooted crops unless they were
grown during the winter season when the water requirements are
lower. If only deep rooted crops are to be grovm, then the rang-;
of suitability could be extended to soils with lower water retention, but it must be remembered that these are special situations
and limitations that require special consideration.
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Crop :i .Location

r~7
Jeui.

r-xü-h
A-oril
J^GD,
___i_;-li:l

„lieat - 1958-59
SaMia
G-iza

1.65

1.75

l«98

2.1

1.04

1.95
1.80

2.5
1.85

5.2
2.2

2.7
1.65

1.0

1.3

1.65

3.8

4.2

3«8

1.6

2.0

2./;

3.7

6.8

Sids
Berseem - 1957-58
Sids

Ma-^/
_" "

June

Maize - 1959
Sids
Sakiia

Max. n e e d f o r
any c r o p d u r i n g
raonth/cm

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

^
n -A^S i ??

l o t t o n - 1958
Giza

Calculated potent i a l ET - A l e x a n aria

duly
.

0 .92

1.14

6.0

7.0

1.^3

11.8

2.08

12.6

g
3.08

11.8

^^Qo
4.07

20.4

1.02
2.24

1.80
1.80

^^^

3_^^8

1.96

6.5

2.7

1.2

2.8

3.0

4.6

5.3

'^'^

1.2

2,8

4.3

^-6

2.0

4.84

4.06

3.20

2.10

1.23

6.7

5-6

.75

20.2

9.3

13.8

16.5
= lotal

141.7
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Crop

Oaiculci-ted norsial t;vapüt;rouispipaoion using ^..j.^ Blaney-Oridol^ iOj...vaj_a arid -.aoa
from Ismedliya - Erickson (196vO)<.
imii/day
Jan.

Feb,

March

April

Berseem

3.30

3.61

4.22

.•lieat
Pulses
Millet

2.33
2.13

2.61
2,32

3-03
2.68

Fodder
Millet
Maize
Barley
2.48
./atermelons
Seseaiie
Groimdnuts
Vegetables 1.74
Citrus &
Mangoes
Grapes,
Almonds,
etc.

Nov.

Doc.

4.96

^^-.10

3.^C

1.80

1.^1-7
2.57

2.41
2.19

3.94

1,97

Max. need 10.2
far- aiiy _ • '
GXiQ-p a u r m g
month/cm

May

4.20

4.42
.^^Q

^^^^

June

July

Aug.

4.58

'
4.68

4.58

4.68

2»20

4.84

4.90

1.46

Sept.

Oct»

^^3,,

2.58
3.84

2.10

4.20
2.10

4,58
4.58

4.65
4.65

^.^+5
4.45

4.00

3.45

2.43

2.84

3.33

3.93

3-81

2.22

2.29

3.57

3.16

2.60

2.19

2.1s

2.52

3.10

3.48

3.81

3-87

3^71

3.33

2.86

2.44

2.03

2.-10

2;50

2.90

3-20

5.36

3.'lÖ

2.^76

2^38

2."00

10.2

I3.I

14.9

13.7

13.8

14.5

13.8

12.0

10.7
12.3
^. Total 149.7

10.5 =

>^

li^
ïablo 4i

"rovince
ASv/AN

o.Tnw

oOHAG

AGÖÏUT

S L MINIA

BENI SUÏÏF

The c a l c u l a t e d y e a r l y t o t a l v / a t e r r e c i U i r o i a e n t f o r o n e
F e d a a n a t t h e b e g i n n i n g of t h e c a n a l s o
liatitude

Factor'

Itequirement
Cubic Meter

v/adi K h e r i t S: Shouet
Far i s
Radi s i a
Kom E l S a a i d a

24°30"
24°30"
24°38"
24°55"
25°05"

1.91
1.87
1.87
2.09
2.10

14910
14680
15580
15640
15600

Gharb Bsna
Gharb Luxor
Shark Luxor
Gharb Quos
Shark K i f t
Shark Qena
Ganoub Dishna
Ganoub Nag'Hammadi

25°20"
25°40"
25°40"
25°50"
23°55"
26°12"
26°04"
26°04"

2.32
2.51
2.34

16680
17540
12560
16450
17320
16700
16560
17540

Gharb Girga
Gharb Sohag
Gharb T a h t a

26°33"
27°17"
26°25"

2.72

E l Nav/awra 5c I t m a n i a
Shark A s s y u t
Gharb A s s y u t
Gh a r b M anf a 1 o u t

26°53"
27°17"
27°12"

Tel E l Amarna
El Bersha
Gharb E l M i n i a
Gharb Sainalout
Gharb Maghagha

27°40"
27°45"
28°10"

Gharb E l Fashn
Gharb Ahmasia
Abou S e e r
Gharb E l •.'Jasta

28°45
29OIO"

A r e a

v/arii Kora Ombo

27°23"

28=17"
28° 40''

29°12"
29°2C"

2.35
2.51
2.44
2.4
2.57
2.57
2.75
2.43
2.72
2.77
2.58
2.51
2.46
2»75
2.90
2.67
2,61
2.71
2.11
2.85

18250
17120
18110
16080
17470
17880
16560
15920
15330
16930
17790
15780
15230
15620
12220
16500

Eactor of v/ater requirements for one Feddan in relation
to the normal soil in the area.

Summary of some Physico-Chemical soil studies
in the project area.
by
.Dr. B.C. Deb et al (1962-63)

"A new method for estimating gypsum in Saline and
Alkali soils."
The accurate determination of gypsiom in soils is
difficult because of various factors. A nev/ method for
estimating gypsum correctly has been proposed, tsifcing
into account various factors which vitiate I'esults.
The new method consists in determining sulphate
and calcium ions in the saturation extract and in a
dilute extract (sufficient to dissolve all the gypsum)
by the vorsenate method.
Gypsum is calculated as the amount of gypsum in
saturated extract (equivalent to calcium or sulphate
v\7hichevor is less) plus the additional amount of sulphate
ion that com.es into solution on dilution.
The amounts of gypsum present in a number of salinealkali soils are estimated by three different methods,
ncunelys (I) "Bower and Huss" method. (II) The "U.S.
Salinity Laboratory" method and (III; New Method. The
results obtained have been discussed and reasons put
forward for their discripencies. It has finally been
concluded that it is possible to estimate gypsum accurately by the ïTev/ Method.
"Dispersion of calcareous soils for mechanical analysis
and distribution of calcium carbonate in different
fractions of soils."
A comparative study of three dispersing agents
namely; sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium hoxametaphosphate
and sodium oxalate 'with especial reference to calcareous
soils and the estimation of calcium carbonate in different fractions after dispersing v/ith sodium tripolyphosphate has been made.
The results show:
1)

That the optimum amomats of different dispersing
agents for 10 gms of soil in 1000 cc suspension
are ;a)

15 cc of 5% sodium tripoljnphosphate.

lU
- 2 ~
20 cc of sodium hexamctaphosphate solution
37.5 gms of (NaP07)^+7.9''+ gms NapGO-, in
•^ lOüO cc solution.

c)

10 cc of N/2 sodium oxalate,

2)

That sodium tripolyphosphate gives the highest
dispersion in almost all soils followed by sodium
hexametaphosphate and sodium o::alatu.

3)

That flocculation occurs v/ith sodium oxalate in
case of soils with appreciable amount of calcium
carbonate,

4)

That sodium tripolyphosphate gives a very stable
suspension. No coagulation occurs even after 5 days,

5)

That sodium tripolyphosphate gave better dispersion
than the International Method for 6 sam.ples and
almost equal dispersion for 7 samples. Only tv/o
seuTiples gave less dispersion with polyphosphate.

6)

That sodium tripolyphosphate disperses soils
with soluble salts fairly well.

7)

That it is concluded that sodiiim tripolyphosphate
is the best disp^x^sing agent for calcareous and
saline-alkali soils besides normal soils. It can
be used v/ithout acid treatment and also virithout
washing solu.ble salt for routine analysis,

8)

That appreciable amount of calcium carbonate is
present in clay and silt fractions of 40 soil
samples from iiiiiiriya,

9)

That silt fractions contain the highest percentage
of calcium carbonate, followed by clay fractions
and coarse sand fractions. Th.^ fin^ sand fractions
contain the least percentage of calcium carbonate.

10)

3.

h)

That clay and silt fractions contain more than
75% of calcium carbonate in the soils.

"Some physico-chemical characteristics of highly salinealkali soils of Lower Iigypt v/ith especial reference to
their base exchange characteristics,"
The physico-chemical properties of the saline and
alkali soils of Hamul, Shalma and Rosetta area show:
(I)

That thu soils aro highly saline. The olöCtrical
conductivity of the saturation extract is much
higher than 4 imnohs/cm.

(II)

That the principal soluble cation is sodium
followed by magnesium and calciujn. Potassium is
also present in sm,all amount.

(Ill)

That the proportion of magnesium is much higher
than calcium in almost all the samples.

(IV)

That piL of s a t u r a t i o n paste's g e n e r a l l y l i e s b e t ¥reen 7 «2 to 7 •5*

(V)

(VI)

(VII)
(VIII)

That the average base exchange c a p a c i t y of Hamul,
Shalma and Rosetta i s 31 «95 3 3 ' 3 9Jid 30.2 m.e./lOO gm£
r e s p e c t i v e l y and t h a t the exchangeable sodium p e r c e n tage i s 56.45 43.2 and 32.1 for the t h r e e a r e a s .
That there is no appreciable change in the base
exchange capacity on v\rashing out the soluble salts
by water, hov/ever, exchangeable sodium is decreased
considerably and it is less than 10 p.c. for all
the soils of Hamul and Shalma. In case of Rosetta
3 samples have saturation m.ore than 13 p-c. after
washing with v/ater,
That almost all the samples sa-'e fairly v/ell supplied
wiuh either gypsum oi" calcium carbonate or both.
That soils in general are clay loam to silty loam.

Further from the above study it is concluded that the
soils are saline-alkali containing appreciable amount of
either gypsum or calcium carbonate. No amendment is necessary for reclamation of these soils, hov/ever, as the soils
are very heavy, leaching of soluble salts ¥\rill be difficult and special attention has to be paid for maintaining
the structure during leaching.
The general practice in Egypt is first to leach the
soils with water containing appreciable amounts of salts
(drainage v/ater). Further investigation in the laboratory
and in pilot field test may throw more light on the
preference of this method to that using A//;^ter in case of
soils containing a fair amount of gypsum in addition to
high amount of soluble saltsc It may be that most of the
gypsum v/ill come into solution before all the soluble
salts are removed if cij?ainago water is used.
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A B r i e f Review of Lar ,1 De-'.'elcpinent P o s s i b i l i t i e s a s
Establishc-i''. by t h e Soil S\.irvey

1
Mohamried '^'•l-Mpdarv

?
7p"i ^'r'^'^ln

1.

In IQ'^S, thR crlo:-.•'•-v:-.oe n-'---^-. -V:, t h ^ U-A,R. was about
6,100,000 Feddan . i r c l i ^ d \ n g C:>-'OES O,: p u M i c u t i l i t i e s . As
s c h e d u l e d i n '}.9'J2 and J.9?v p:-".:s^.'ani;iöö of o::p=vision dependnng
on a n o t h e r \rr^)^':' r r s o i u c e j i..e„ g^^av:''. and d r a i n a g e w a t e r s
or r e s t r i c t i o n of wa;: ^r duty^ f^tc-, t h i s ar^^a w i l l be i n c r e a s e d t o 6j 500.000 Fs^dan-,

2.

According t o o.i' i n ' s a i i , ] r e p - r t of land development p o s s i b i l i t i e s i n t he U<,A..R.. p::"c p9red by ':ho I,and S.irvey D e p t . ,
M i n i s t r y of Agri cu'^.'-^ira, tlie a r e a of p o s s i b l e development
amoun": t o abouu l;7;'50-0O0 Fe'dan.. ci'r, o± i.vhich 930^000 Feddau
a r e s u i t a b l e lar.d a,id 7Ö0 COO Ff;'''.an a r e of medium s u i t a b i l i t3?'. Out of t h e s e a:''eas o n l y 63^' -••0 Fedran a r e between c l a y
or sandy c]?:.-' a r e a s . Of -Fae latc^r^r a i e a about 230.000 Feddan
were exc?a;ided being high abo-, a contoui' 1 1 " mebreS; comprising
t h e high l a n d s e a s t of t h e p'reFon'o Kca Ornb'- i r r i g a t e d areac
Thus, v^he a r e a of s i l t or c l a y e y s o i l s tha;^ were c o n s i d e r e d
f o r expansion on t h e High Cam Tiat.jra amcuntec' only t o about
400-.000 Feddanc However, m c a p ' t o add t h e c l a y e y s o i l
l a n d , t h e only f e a s i b l e t h i n g •ja.'.; t o I ' e c l a i m about h a l f of th.j
p r e s e n t a r e a of t h e ±akes t o r ior:.ng t h e M e d i t e r r a n e a n Sea, i*e
about 410.000 Feadan. b y T/hich t:ie t o t a l .'r-ea of expansion i n
c l a y e y l.and?' r e a c h e c " y^t •CCO Feddan,
In o"-der t o ut3l:l.ze •^:ho i-^en."'r ; n,:^ vo-u.-ia n'' - h a High
Dam wa"GerSj t h e r e was no', h l n g b.ut t a e ;:,andy a e s e r t l a n d s
f r i n g i n g bne Axle •,/c'll-.,/,. t a o .;f . . . . .,1 neai:!.-' /j.?SoOOO Feddan
we r e t ahen :'. r, •", o a a':. r.." a':,
_Thus t h e t o t a l aven a o l e c i ^ - amo^miad t o 1,194.100 Fdc
of d i f f e i ' e n t sorLs c'. c / . i cla"i.: F i l e d , a c r o r o i n g t o t h e
I'econnaissance su±-ve".- a:> f c l l c v - ; ;

1)

A s s i c c a n t Unde"" Secrat'vry of S ' a ' e ^ Minic'cry of
c W-'""^'
O.L Klj

r,

- 2 -

Clayey a r e a s

Total
Area
Fd.
766.100

In
Lower Egypt
Fd.
664-000

In
Upper Egypt
Fd.
102.100

Sandy s « i l s

42^.000

333.000

95.000

1,194.100

997.000

197.100

The s e l e c t e d expansion areas in t h e clayey s o i l s and
lakes and swamps and in t h e sandy s o i l s are shovm as follows:
Areas of l a k e s , including swamps, t o be dried up are as
follows:
A)

In t h e Eastern Delta
Lake Manzala

-

South of Port Said
Mataria
Faraskour and El Borg

250,000 Fd.
29.000 Fd.
0,000 Fd.
2Ö7.000 Fd.

B)

In the Central Delta
Lake Bourollos

,

Hafir Shehab El Din and Zaghlrul Swamps

79.000 Fd.
54,000 Fd,
133.000 Fd.

C)

In the Western Delta
Lake Edko
Lake Mariut

20.000 Fd.
9.000 Fd.
29.000 Fd.

Total area of Lakes and Swamps

449.000 Fd,

- 3 -

D)

Clayey and loamy s o i l s o t h e r t h a n t h o s e
of l a k e a r e a s (V/estern D e l t a , Mariut and
Amiriya).

1Ö0.000 Fd.

and an a r e a of Vtadi E l Natroun

30.000 Fd.

In E a s t e r n D e l t a (Abu E l Akdar)

5.000 Fd.
215.000 Fd.

Thus, tje total clayey and loamy areas
in Lower Egypt amount to

664»000 Fd,

Clayey and Loamy areas in Upper Egypt
The clayey and loamy areas in Upper Egypt are distributed as follows:
Sprinkler
Irr.

Gravity
Irr.

Total Area.

Kom Ombc

-

4Ö. 500

4Ö.500

Fd,

V/adi Abadi

-

12.000

12.000

Fd,

5.000

12.000

17.000

Fd,

West Esna
Nili areas of Beni Suei

-

9.400

9.400

Fd-

Nili areas of Minia

-

15.200

15.200

Fd.

5.000

97.100

Total clayey and 1oamy areas.
Lower Egypt

664=000 Fd.

Upper Egypt

102,100 Fd.
766.100 Fd.

Sandy Soils
Sandy soils are distributed as follov/s

102.100' Fd.

Tn
n TLower

Egyot

Eastern Delta
Sprinkle:
Irro
Salhia Desert

Gravity
.rr:

170,000

Flood Irrigation areas
East of the Bitter Lakes

3 = 500

Total Area
170o 000

Fd

28e500

20^500

Fd.

17.600

21,100

Fd-

Expansion of the Suez
fresh water canal

10.000

10., 000

Fd

Expansion on Mcllqk

30,000

30.000

Fd.

21^,500

/i.6.aC0

259-600

Fd

Senania

10.000

10,000

Fd.

Baltim

12. Ö00

12.Ö00

Fd.

22.Ö00

22 e Ö00

Fd

Central peIt a

Wostern Delta
South of the Tahr-jr
Province

25,000

25cOOO

Fd

25.000

25.000

Fd

600

600

Fa

25-/000

25.600

50., 600

[I'j

230.500

94c500

333^000

Fd

.„

-

Bousali

Grand Total Area

in Upper Egypt
West of Beni Suef

5.000

2Ö„000

33.000

Fo

West of Minia

•) -, 000

23 0 000

20.000

?(:

Expansion in Giaa

k. 000

4o000

F-:

100000

Fi

75,000

F('

Expansion in Fayum

~

10.COO

G/F

24=000

51.0 000

- 5Sprinkler
Irr,
B/F

24.000

Gravity
Irr.
51.000

Total Area

75.000

Fd.

Expansion in Asynt

10.000

-

10.000

Fd.,

Expansion in S#uhag

10.000

-

10.000

Fd.

Clayey areas in
Upper Egypt
Total

44.000

51.000

95.000

Fd.

5.000

97.100

102.100

Fd.

49.000

149.100

197.100

Fd.

664.000

664.000

Fd.

23 Ö. 500

94.500

333.000

Fd.

5.000

97.100

102.100

Fd.

44.000

52,000

95.000

Fd.

2Ö9.500

907.600

1,194.100

Fd.

Total Selected Areas
Lower Egypt
Clayey areas
Sandy areas

-

Upper Egypt
Clayey areas
Sandy

areas
Total
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Thq S o i l s _o_f t h o
MeditG_rr8^io.Cu.i _Q o a s t a l ^ Zonp,
II. Kamdi
Head of tlio So i l e Dopt,
Univü. r c i t y of Ain Slia^iis, Goiro

Tiio o u l t i v a b l c Ituids a r o tiio :noBt v a l u a b l e GOUI-CCG f o r
incomo i n many a t ^ r i o u l t u r a l a o u n t r i o s .

If

national

tlioy a r e v/cll mana^jorj

r o c u l t v o u l d bo a rcmarlcable i n o r u a s o i n f e r t i l i t y ,

v/horoaG

tlio

tbcir

abcüidonmcnt pa,vos tlio v/o.y t o d e t c i ' i o r a t i o n ruad b a r r e n s ,
To i n c r e a s e t h e stcuidard of l i v i n Q ^ tlie h o r i s o n t a l o s t o n n i o n of
tlie a r a b l e s o i l s

;ias t o bu a p p l i e d .

T h i s c o u l d uo rc;ich.ed a t ''o'j tlic

r o c l a m a t i o n of b a r r e n I r a d s b u t _,3o_tQUItially _ f c r t i l e .

Th^se a r c t h e

s c - l i n o , s a l i n e a l l z a l i o r e l l c a l i s o i l s of a l l u v i a l n a t u r e c;iid a s::-itablo
p a r t of t h e v a s t a r e a s of t h e

desert.

Tho s o i l s of t h e U n i t e d Arab R e p u b l i c a r e g e n e r a l l y d i v i d e d i n t o
tv/o main /-iroupsj a l l u \ d a l tjid d e s e r t i e s o i l s ,

Th^- iriost s u i t a b l e ; , iJ{^,/pt's

S- c m i - d o s e r t a r e a , i s l o c a t e d i n t h e iieIiterr;'Zie'.ui c o a s t a l acne ciid
produces only a small f r a c t i o n

of i t s f u l l

forr-C- c a p a c i t y .

Field

o b s , - e r v a t i o n s raid t r i a l s i n d i c a t e t h a t some s e l e c t e d a r e a s c o u l d be
improved throu;,,i economic 'wa-'t^r d i s t r i b u t i o n d e v i c e s , p r o p e r

leaching

viid b e t t e r :"-i;,magei,"ient p r a c t i c e s .
Tlio s o i l s of t h e C o a s t a l s t r i p betv/een A;aria czal S a l l u m p r o v e s
t o be one of t h e most s u i t a b l e a r e a s f o r e x t e n s i o n .

This a r e a i s

t e r i s e d ''o'j e. s e r i e s uf rocIc;y r i d g e s s e p a r a t e d by r e l a t i v e l y
t e r r a c e s \ / h i c h a r e a l l p a r a l l e l t o tli:; corist sh.ore l i n e .

charac-

level

Tho n o r t h

edge of t h e Libyan P l a t e a u i s a p p r o x i m a t e l y on t h e lüO m« c o n t o u r l i n e .
Therefore^

t h o su..-face i s c i j u s t i t u t e d of a. s e r i e s of r o c k y r i d g e s ".nd

I'uad t e r r a c e s

a l t e r n a t i n g b^tv/ecn t h e t a l l u s s l o p e fjid t h e

sea.

ïlio aroc>. i s i n t o r s v ^ c t o d loy sfjrao r n n o f f cliriincls wliinli run i n r.
south-noi-th. dir^^'Otion.

f'a^ lïiain x-un o f f ohonnel ori^^in'^t^r. i n tiio L i u j m

p l a t ü a u a'oor.t l'j knio av/ay from t h . Svjr..
Goncï'allyc, tlivj worpliülo^jioai foi^turos of t".L'^.' a r o a a r o Oji-ar.-ict o r i a w d •'oy t h o urocenoo of a c u i ' i o s of olon^j ,tc roc'-:/--ridi2;iJS so-^aratcd
by s!iallü\Y c'-ind c l o n g a t o d e p r o s c i o n n .

f a c Euxxiits ..f tli^ r i d c c s a r o b a r r e n

wiiilo tlio doprv";rJsions a r o f i l l e d v d t h uiL,aly calcarooLiG n i a t o r i a l c .
Goils

ill tlio d o p r c ; s s i o n s v a r y v ' i d c l y i n tlio taiG':n.,rjfj

as Wüll ac i n

LV.oir c l i o n i c a l aad p n y s i c a l

'fxu

of t l i ü i r ";-irofilcr.

proporties.

G c o l o r i c a l l ; y 9 tii_. c o a s t , - J r^clcy r i d ^ a p a r e coiaposod of
o o l i t i c l i m e s t o i i o s bolon/jiiiC "bo tli^ q u a r t v ^ r n a r y l^raj i . o .

c.-.doaroous

tiio c a r b o n a t o of

liiiio talc3s t h o p l a c e of q u a r t s .
i^our d i s t r i c t

zoii^^a ixcQ r e o o ^ i i z o d i n tJiirj ro^^-^ions

1.

l'ne o o l i t i c sauid dunes;; i . ^ .

r o c o n t o o l i t i c l i m e sraid

2.

The rool^y x-id^cs;

3.

fhe culti-v"<at.jd ond u n c u l t i v a t e d a r o a i n t h e L i b y r n p l a t e a u

lii/io-stone of P l c i s t o c i j n c

a;i:e

c o n s i s t i n f : of l i m e s t o n . s i'nd s h a l e s of l i i o c e n e a^^e.
From th... ecolor,lG:il p o i n t of viea-j, t h e c o a s t a l s t r i p ±n reco^iiiized
as

one phytOi'.eogr.iphiciil Toy-±on>

fhe p l i j i t a s s o c i a t i o n c u i c t r i J i i t o d

in

"iihe wiiole .aï'O a r e s
Arijuoxjhil a ; . r e n . A r a
G;>'ranoo.arpus deccndruai
Pithydr;;Jithus

tortorus

pLCcaujnuria h i s t e i l a
Atriplex ludinus
Giirystaithomuix c e a o n a r i a i a
Arisaru/ü v u l ^ a i ' c
Thymolaea h i r s u t a
while t a e crops ares

b a r l e y , ^lalms.; fi.'is , oliv^:s rün.. sone f r u i t

orcho„rdr

G u l t i v a t o d i n t h ^ s o i l s bet\,eoxi th,. ËCIÏCL d u n - S end :,he f i r s t r o c k y rid{;e
whore t h e s u i t r d o l e underipfound \ ; a t o r i s w i t ' d a rer.c;i.
The Gsauiin.d s o i l groups i n t h e rx'^a ^^re c'.ar i.ctei'iaed by t h e
follo\/ing;
1.

S o l u b l e s a l t s con ..ent v a r y w i d e l y -i.ltf'.in thv.. d i f - f e r e n t

end f l u c t u a t e bGt\.'ecn U.Ü5 - l-lJ
JTCiSidu-'l.

noil

-Ji-ofiles

fo<. Th;. saliiiit;,,' i n c e r t a i n ca-ses i s

-

3 -

Tïi:. in-)rc;'-iont o:>.' tut,-.l S O I U J I ^ s.-'itc ir; iüllü-.,..d "oj u. X ü l r t i v c
incrcriGC of o h l u r i i . o c ...ad w docroJ-Gj ui "bic S'oom'.ii.A:,,

'i'do r>^lu/uivo

oc'iivc/iJi'it o o n c n t r c i t i o i i E of olilorid^^tj c o i n c i d e ••aor:t ^ : i t h tlio sou-iiij-i.
++
++
Wiiil.^ tiiOBC of cc-rjoii,-,t„s o o r r o s j i o a d to t'ii.^ ü;.
isai- • n'
2 . Tlio o."„tiün •_: .oiiaii.^^G c:;.._).'.eit/ fiuctucvb^c 'J~A\.\J^II 2 - 1 4 I-IOC/KJU;:; Goil„
3.

Tliu CaCÜ.-- c o n t e n t d i f f w r c

Gr-00

I D diGiuto;:^,r;„tüd i n d i f i . - r ^ n t

iroia craid t o c l a / »

n i s o d i v i c i o n c , v-^ry i n th^lx

Tlio

di,-:vaotcr'

ConGOnu^/ntl^, , a d o o t i n c tliv. •;n..O:-.riiical .-^nalyGis t-;,cü-

n i n u o 13/ i-ouovin^, t'io CGÜ
4.

.^r-.;'-tl^' e'.c i t r'ii^.os Dctv;..^n I J - o ^ / o .

l^.^dc t o i-iicljadin,

t u x b a r o G1...GGCGC

Tno ü:roli.^iióor."'olü Godian pj_-o.^nta;^c i n d i c a t . . . t n o dü"ain.'.n.co of Gr. on.i

Mc on tlio a d s o r p t i v o oo.-:pl^;c.

ï ' i - valu^G v a r j o.,.tv.-ov.n 3-23A'»

G

;n..rally^

most of t l i j GoÜG i n tlio i n v o s t i ^ , , a t ü d a r ^ a s]io\.' v a l u o s I O S G t h a n 15'/o.
5.

S o i l r a o i s t u r ^ ^ q a i l i j i ' i u ; - ! v a l u e s i n u i o a t ^ tli.at tlio nocli.-aiical Gi^o

d i s t r i o u t i o n of GaGO^ idiicli intoxTni;;oG \ . i t h t n o oth^^r Goil oon-Don.jntG
•pl,:.jG a Gi^^nificrui":; r o l o .
oraiv'd-nt

'fli.^ro ozcictG :\ o o r r o l : , t i o ; i o^t',/oon nioiGturo

a d tlio 13 Atii,

15 Atii.^'o K 1.79 + Ü.44 :: . -xii.JJb i

Ü06.

Gonoornin-; tli„. a : . r i o a l t a r ; d L p o i n t of vio-..a sono G^rioc ai-i.
ou"npl:jtclj Buitdol.:. f o r r.-^Tioaltai-al do/i-lopuioUt.

ü t d : . r c o r i ^ ' t ar...

GnitcPolvj f o r a t ^ r i c u l t u r . 1 _)UGsi''oiliti.^s \ . i t i Gp...cial l i ^ i i t a t i o n G : ,
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D e v e l o p m e n t and management of s a n d y s o i l s i n t h e UAR.
A r e c o r d of t h e s p e e c h g i v e n d u r i n g t h e P a n e l M e e t i n g .
by

Dr. A. Zein El Abedine

This report is summarized from compiled data obtained
from several researches and investigations carried out by the
members of the staff of the Soils Department, Cairo University,
This report will deal only with certain points:
1.

rate of soil development under irrigated agriculture,
viz. under flood irrigation and under sprinkling irrigation;

2.

estimation of time needed for soils to reach their
full production under the two systems of irrigation
and under the present conditions;

3.

estimation of the tentative full production of some
crops under the present routine management.

There is more information about this last point, but in the
short notice I had, I could not prepare more than this short
report for the time being. If you are interested, we may, at
a later occasion, talk about the economic status of both
systems from the water consumption point of view and the cost
of management under the two systems. The figures I have herej
in fact, run till I960, I am afraid more recent data are not
available.
First of all I should like to draw the attention that
in Tahrir there are two types of sandy soils. One is the
loose drift soil X'Mhich is found in the lower spots, i.e. ir
micro depressions. This is the worse kind of sand soil, as
it has 96 to 9Ö'/o of coarse and fine sand. The other kind is
a loosely consolidated gravelly sand soil, which contains
usually silt and clay ranging between 5/» and 15>o and carbonate up till 4/^. With respect to management, in fact there
are differences between the two types, because the first one
is subjected to wind erosion and is very poor in everything,
while the other one is relatively much better. The area with
the more consolidated sand soils forms the major part of the

- 2 whole district, A good number of profiles have been prepared
and analysed biologically5 physically and chemically: Five
profiles in plots under sprinkling irrigation and twelve in
plots which are under flooding irrigation. The plots are
irrigated and are under agriculture for periods ranging between zero time and five years»
The development of these sandy soils when irrigated
includes changes in texcure, as a result of the addition of
Nile mud in irrigation water» It also includes accumulation
of organic matters in the profile, leaching of salts, changes
in the moisture equivalent and the devclopmont of a microbiological status of the topsoilo
The first point is the addition of silt and clay from
the Nile mud under the flooding system» The average yearly
amount of silt and clay added by irrigation water alone range?
between 6»5 ton and O.4 ton per feddan, depending upon the
distance between the site of the soil and the main Tahrir
canal. The greater the distance is, the less the addition becomes due to the slowing down of water currents in the canals
and consequently the settling of suspended matter. Just to givj
some figures: Within the range of about 1 Km from the Tahrir
canal, the addition is round 6^2 ton per year of silt and clay;
further on, from 1 to about 2 Km, this amount goes down to
about 3 tons per feddan, and from 2 to 3^6 Km from the canal
it goes down to 0.4 ton per feddan. In fact we cannot decide
how much clay and silt is added to the land unless we know
exactly the situation of the soil and its nearness, or the
distance between the source of water rich in mud and the land
itself.
Unfortunately, the two sites vre were studying under
sprinkling irrigation were irrigated from underground water,
so there was no way to know how much mud is added through
using this system.
The second point is the acci:imulatJ.on of org3.nic m.atter
We may consider irrigated agriculture Ó.S a substitute to enric'"^
the soil with organic compounds which slightly raise the wa"Ge^"
retention and increase the base exchange capacityc The results show definitely that accumv.la'ion of organic matter undei
sprinkling is 150^ of that under flooding system.. This can b>-:
attributed to the excess of moisture under the latter system,
which encourages the organic matter decompositiorc The
figures I have here show that; in the initial stage the orj^,anic matter content in the top'layer is 0^05^^ after 2^ years
it rises up to 0.10^, and after 3^ years up to 0.2li.foo As a
comparison I calculated the amount of organj.c matter in the
top 34 cm layer and the figures are as follows: Under the
sprinkling irrigation the initial soil contains lc.23 ton per
feddan, and after 2^ years 3--'43 ton and after 3h years 3-6,-.
while under the flooding system it 5s round 2 tons per feddan in the top 3 5 cm layer^

- 3 The third point is the leaching of salts. In fact
both systems have almost the same efficiency in leaching salts
from the soil, and the figures I have show that the initial
soil contained 1,4 m^e. per 100 gm in the top layer, which
went down after 3è years to 0.21 m.e. per 100 gm. The same
results were obtained for the flooding system; after two years
there was 0.Ö4 m.e, per 100 gm, which went down to 0,20 after
5 years. So in fact the two systems are efficient in leaching
the salts. This is natural in sandy soils and there is no
difficulty for any soluble salts to move down v/ith the water.
The fourth point is the moisture equivalent. Although
moisture equivalent can be used as a substitute to the field
capacity in most of the soils, in sandy soils it gives always
lower values than the field capacity. The deviation is very
marked at this low percentage of clay, and in fact differences
as much as 2$ were recorded between the moisture equivalent
and the field capacity. In such soils 2'/o is something appreciable, because, as Dr. Woodward was saying that the top
layer contains 0,2 cm in the first dm as a minimum, the field
capacity is always higher in the sandy soils than vrhat is
determined in the laboratory through estimation of the moisture equivalent'^. However, it is very useful for comparison
in the present case.
We have here some figures about the soils under
sprinkling irrigation and those under flood irrigation. I
calculated the contents in cubic metres in the top 35 cm per
feddan, and they are as follows: In the virgin soil under
sprinkling irrigation the figure for water retention is 154
cu.m per feddan. After 2\ years it is about 160 cu.m, after
3è years it is 210 cu.m. Under the flooding system after
2 years it was 12? and after 5 years it has become 163 cu.m
per feddan.
It is interesting to note that soils under sprinkling
retain appreciably greater amounts than those under flooding.
This is due to two factors. On the one side, the operation
of levelling for flooding system removes the natural topsoil
which normally has more weathered particles; either it is
moved aside or it is hurried. On the other side, moving dirt
disturbes the natural close packing system of the soil particles and consequently reduces the points of contact between
them which results in a reduction of their water holding
capacity. This is my explanation, because the figures were
definitely showing that the natural soils under sprinkling
retain more water than the levelled soils under flooding
system.

'It be remarked that data for available water are not
determined in the project by the moisture equivalent
method but according to the pressure plate and pressure
membrane method (note of Dr. J,S. Veenenbos);

The fifth point for comparison is the micro biological
development. Although the biological activities in the virgin
soils are severely checked down by the dryness of the soil,
yet these soils contain the main kinds of bacteria common to
natural soils, however, in rather small numbers. V/hen these
soils are put under irrigation, they soon attain levels of
bacteria growth very much near to what is normal in the Nile
valley itself. There is no significant difference between
the two systems of irrigation in this respect.
These are the first points of comparing the development of the soils. Then we come to the other point, which is
the estimation of time needed for the soil to reach the full
production under the prevailing conditions in the Tahrir Province, In fact, this point is also involved or included in
the estimation of the tentative full production of some crops.
It is very difficult for us to get precise data about the
production of the crops in Tahrir Province, especially in the
first year when the whole project started. Later on we could
get better data. The figures that I will give you are measured
in the local measures.
For example, barley under flooding system, first year,
2 ardab per feddan (1 ardab is 120 Kg of barley). Over a
period of five years, yields have been increasing as follows:
2, 5, 6, Ö and 10 ardab per feddan. The same crop under
sprinkling irrigation is very much better, first year 6,
second year Ö, third year 10 and the fourth year 11 ardab per
feddan, which is about 1,3 ton of barley. Brown-beans start
with 1 ardab (150 Kg) per feddan under flooding system and
increase slowly up to 4 ardab per feddan in the fifth year.
The same figures are obtained under sprinkling irrigation but
the starting point is a little bit better. It starts wr"th 2
ardab and ends with 5» For onions we have the same figures.
Between the two systems there is no difference. By the way,
onions are usually not grown under flooding in the very early
years of reclamation, but they have been tried under sprinkling irrigation and from the V3ry first years they gave rathor
a good crop. The kentar is 45 Kg. So, under flooding system they start in the third year with 70 kentars, that is
about 3 tons and go up to 90 kentars in the fifth year. Under
sprinkling irrigation they start with 60 kentars and go up
to 90 in the fourth year.
Peanuts are better under sprinkling than under flooding. They are measured also in ardab, that is 75 Kg, Per nuts start with 5 ardab in the first year under flooding and
go up to d, 10 and 12 in the fifth year. Under sprinkling,
they start with 5 ardab in the first year and go up in the
same way. For sesami 1 ardab is around 120 Kg, In the
third year under flooding system sesami starts with 2 ardab
and goes up to 3 and remains at that, while under sprinkling
it starts with 1,5 and goes up to 3 over the same period.

- 5 Maize grows in the third year under flooding system. It
produces 7 ardab in the first year and goes up to 8 and remains
at 8. Under sprinkling irrigation it starts with 4 going up
to 6 in the second, to 8 in the third and to 9 in the fourth
year. Alfalfa is measured by the cuttings. Under flooding
system they get in the first year 5 cuttings, in the second
year 7j in the third year 9, in the fourth 10 cuttings and remains at that in the fifth year^ Under sprinkling they start
in the first year with 6 cuttings going up to 8 and in the
third year to 10 and to remain at 10, These are the figures
I could get, fairly accurate, up to I960, in which this
investigation has been carried out.

/
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Practical Exporfences in the Reclamation
of Saline Soils in U.A.R.
By
Dr.AoI. El Shabassy "'•

Dr. B. Sh. Zikri^

Introduction

The rvjclamation of s a l i n e s o i l s i n U,AoR, s t a r t e d
e a r l y on a l i m i t e d s c a l e . L a t t e r on s o i l reclamation vi/as
s t r e s s e d by the Revolution Government and a p l a n of land
development inc^,.uding v a s t s a l i n e areas v/as formulatedi The
ViTork i n t h i s f i e l d v\ras organized suid r j c l a m a t i o n p r o j e c t s
v«-jre provided Virith a l l t e c h n i c a l and f i n a n c i a l f a c i l i t i e s .
Our main p r a c t i c a l experience gained i n the
reclamation of s a l i n e s o i l s v/ill be reviewed b e l o w
I,

Edbo D i s t r i c t

Edfco d i s t r i c t i s t h a t Ar^a uf d r i e d land l o c a t e d a t
the Northern d i r j c t i o n of Edfco lalce and on thw r o u t e from
Alexandria to Rashid,
The reclamation of t h i s Area v/as f i r s t docided i n
1955» with the purpose of i t s d i s t r i b u t i o n aaiong the farmers
of Edko. S o i l s u r v e y , , drainago, i r r i g a t i o n cuid -jconomic
s t u d i e s v/ere made. The purman^^nt Organization of Land Reclamation
began to c a r r y out a l l the rc-clamation p r o c o s s o ^ i n c e 1956.
The gross area of the p r o j e c t i s about 27OO feddans
surrounded by a safe ridge i s divided i n t o the following
tViTo p 1 ant at i o n s .
1, E a s t e r n Edlco, with th^ ar^a of 1450 feddan.
2 , Western Edfco, ¥/ith the ar^^-a of 1240 feddan.
Edko d r a i n s e p a r a t e s the two p l a n t a t i o n s and c a r r i e s the
drainage v/atjr by pumping to the Sdko l a k e .

Head of the Soil Research Division, Min. Agric.
Sub-Director of Saline & Alkali Soil Research Section,
Min. Agric,

II - Gw-n^-ral Goncij-tions of the Ar-ja
Climate

The d a i l y maximum temp^ratur^^ r?inges from 18.8°G
i n January to 31,8°G i n August, while the d a i l y minimum
tvjmperature rejigv^'S from 6.7°G i n January to 20,1''G i n J u l y .
The mean r^^lative humidity i s 58% i n May and 79% i n January
and December, The r a i n f a l l i s about 41 nmi. i n December,
36-37 niBi» i n January & February and the r a i n l e s s season
extends from June to Septv^-mb^r,
Topography and Relief
The lands are f l a t . The a l t i t u d e s range from 0,3
to 0.8 meter below the sea l e v e l .
Irrigation
The lands of Edko d i s t r i c t ar^- i r r i g a t e d by Edko
Ganal. The s a l i n e drainage Y/at^rs of Boss^li Main Drain
v/ere us-_d i n l e a c h i n g s a l i n e s o i l s under r e c l a m a t i o n .
Drainage
Accordin;_, to T;he s t u d i e s of s o i l s , under-ground
ï / a t e r , crop p a t t e r n s and c i i n a t i c c o n d i t i o n s , the drainage
system was planned by c i v i l e n g i n e e r s . The f i e l d d r a i n s
v/ere 90-100 cm., i n depth, 60-70 m. i n l e n g t h and 25-30 m,
apart5 the secondary d r a i n s YVc.re 110-120 cm., 250-350 m,
and 140 m,; and the main d r a i n s were 130-140 cm?, 600-700 m.
and 300-350 m.
Soil Ghara.cteristics
The soils of Edko aiva are generally lucastrine saline
soils. Soil texture varies from sandy to clay loam in the
surface layers while the subsoil layers are heavy clay. The
structure of the light surface layers is friable m d gi^anular
while that th^ subsoil layers is highly compacted. The
infiltration rates of the surface layers were adequate for
good reclaaiation and irrigation practices, but those of
subsoil layers \?ere Vc-ry low. The total soluble salt contencs
of surface layers w^re Very high reaching about 10%, and
the subsoil layers w^re less saline. Sodium chloride was
the dominent salt v/hile magnesium chloride, magnesium sulphate
and calcium sulphate v/ere in less but appreciable proportions.
The soluble oaloium percentages tended to be low. The
cation exchange capacities of surface layers ranged betv/een
7 and 15 M.S. per 100 gms, of soil, and reached 47 M.E. %
in subsoil layers. The oxchangeqble sodium percentages varied
betvveen 5 and 22 in surface layers while they reached 38
in subsoil layers. Due to soil high salinity the pH valueS
appeared to be som-ewhat low, ranging between 8,0 and 8o4.

The total carbonates v\rere v.ry high, reaching aboiit 17%
due to the presence of shells and. calcium deposits in soil
profile.
Ill - The Scheme of Soil R.. clam at ion and Improvement
Aftvjr the constriction of the; artificial works,
the installation of the ircigation and drainage systems and
levelling partitions, detailc;d investigations dealing with
the different conditions prevailing were earried out. The
features of soil improductivity, the degree of salinity and
alkalinity, the depth and salj^nity of ground water, etc.,
Were fully described and soil and v/ater samples were taken
and analysed» A systematic scheme for the reclamation and
improvement of this area v/as planned according to the
fol-owing unfavourable natural conditions»
1.
2,

V^ry high soiléalinity (more than 9%)
Extemely great salinity of high underground water

3.

Very lov/ degree of infiltritation of the highly
compe.cted subsoil layers,
The d.ifforent conditions which help in raising
the underground, "waterr table 5 such as direct and
indirect influence of tides, the hydjrostatic
pressures from the sea and Rosetta Nile Branch
and the extremely flat relief of the area.

reaching 90 OCO pcPoHa

4,

To succeed in reclaiming this area and to face the
mentioned natural conditions, txie salinity problems were to
be controlled and the soil conditions vver^ to be improved.
This was attain>..d through the follov\ring two successive stages,
A.

The leaching and reclamation stage which includeds
1.

The heavy leaching processes v/hich Wero carried out
by repeated floodmgs at rates amounting to 600 cu.m/
feddan accompojiied. by the efficieni: drainage.
These leaching p-rocesses ai, ats
a - Desalinization of soils (.reducing salts to 0.2%)
b - Desalinization of g.round water (reducing to a
concentration of less than the cr:.-tical limit
about 2000 popom.-)

c - Reduction of salty ground water level.
Due 'CO the local soil conditions, it was found
necessarj' to carry jut d.eep p] out^hing and subsoiling before
leaching f
2. Preventing soil alkal"» ni-Tiation in the case of soils
poor in soluble ceJ.ciumj by arLLficial gypsum
application auring late course of leaching.

- 4 B.

The cultivation and improvement stage «/hich included:
1.

The maintenance of the reclaimed soil .and preventing
of resalinization and alkalinization px'ocesses t. rough
the following;
a - Guaranteeing efficient drainage system, osp^^cially
the intensive pumiping of drainage v/at.r from.
transporting coll^jctors.
h - The continu.ition of periodical and seasonal heavy
leachings, for desalinization of both of soil and
ground v/at^r during several years after leaching.
c - Cultivation of salt tolerant crops, practicing
suitable rotation and adopting agricultural
techniques suitable for saline soils,

2,

Improvement of soil physical, chemical and biological
properties as follows:
a.

b.

Periodical subsoiling or changing secondary drains
locations to overcome the unfavourable conditions
caused by the presence of the highly compacted
subsoil lo.yur.
Enrichment of soil v^rith organic matter and adequate
fertilizers in ordc^r to im^provu its conditions and
to compensate for plant nutrients which w^re leached
during the course of leaching. During this stage, a
permanent source of suitable irrigation watL--r v/as
used.

It was of gr^at importance to follov/ up periodically
the progress of soil desalinization through soil and water
analyses to fix the proper time of ending the h^avy leaching
and starting of cultivation for different partitions.
IV - EdT^o District (1939)
Field and laboratory investigations Y/ere carri.jd
out. Soil samples from different partitions representing
different degrees of productivity, as well as samples of
drainage and under-gj-ound v»raters v/ere ta'i-xen for .analysis.
The degreQ^f soil productivity and its agreement
./ith salin.ity and alkalinity are cleoxly shown in table 1.

/ ^

- 5Table 1
Dogree
of soil
productivity!

Ar.

good

26 %

Fair

30 %

Poor

27 %

very poor
crops and
heavy gr^^sses

hi gh

free from
alkalinity

Barren

17 %

almost barren

v-^-ry
high

froe from
alkalinity

Gultivat^.d
crops
good c o t t o n ,
r i c e and
maize
fair rice,
maize and
tomato

Salinity Alkalinity
low

mc dium

almost free from
alkalinity but
poor in soluble
calcium contents
free from alkalinity but almost poor in
soluble calcium
contcint

Water Studies
(1)

Dr ainage w a t o-rs ,_u_s_e d^ ..^QJl._,ijgTJ-.S.g:!^.ioP-,

Table (2) shov/s the analysis of different drainage
w a t e r s v/hich are partially uso-d f o r i r r i g a t i o n at this p e r i o d .
It c a n be seen from the table that the s i x v^ater
oamplüS, are of lo"w suitability f o r irrigation p u r p o s e s , but
they c a n b e u s e d successfully i n leacning the h i g h l y saline
soils, or f o r limited n u m b e r of w a t e r i n g s , ..-ither alone or
after mixing v7ith Tjhe aj^propriate cUiiounts of suitable w a t e r ,

(2)

C o l l e c t o r ' s Drainage V/ater

I t can be seen from t a b l e (3) t h a t the drainage
water of the e a s t e r n p l a n t a t i o n of Edio i s much l e s s s a l i n e
than t h a t of the v>restern p l a n t a t i o n d r a i n a g e . This may r e f e r
g e n e r a l l y to the f a c t t h a t tJio- l e a c h i n g p r o c e s s e s w e r ^ a s t e r
i n the case of the e a s t e r n than i n the "Western p l a n t a t i o n
ViThich was shown to be s t i l l i n need f o r f u r t h e r s a l t rei^ioval.
This 'was g e n e r a l l y i n agreement with the degree of s o i l
productivity.
There was remarkable removal of harmful sodium aad
magnesium s a l t s from s o i l , eoid at the sa.ne time appreciable
amounts of soiuble calcium was l o s t i n the drainage w a t e r .

MHL«

•

Table (2)
I r r i g a t i o n Jat'.jr Analysis
Sample
1^0.

r.., ^ ^ . . ^
oi-cuc.i;ion

T.S.S.
Anions Meg/lOO
p..p.M.GO^HGO^ 01
SO,,

Ca

Cations Ateq/-^2^, P
Mg
Na
^-^'^'

^„
PJ^i

293^

-

5-0

34.20

3-98

5.^+3

10.53 27.22

9-72

8.70

1

I r r i g a t i o n of
V/jSt Plaatation

2

Bousoli drain
(v/est P l a n t . )

19^7

-

4.71

22.94

2.77

5.^3

5-21

20.78

9.02

8.60

Bousoli da'^ain in
connection to
Edlco Canal

1770

-

4.71

20.52

2.98

6.52

4.12

17-57

7-00

8,75

3

4

Boussali drain
undor Mayati bridge

I

1643

-

4.79

20.52

3.16

6.52

4.12

17.83

7'7^

8.60
i

5

6

Edko drain in front
of part 3 Halk El
G-EUiial
2149

-

^.87

27.26

5.31

6.52

8.37

22.65

8.39

8.75

Edko drain in front
of clio new drainage
station
2123

-

4.79

23-9^

5.09

4.35

7-35

22.12

9.22

8,60

•

Table (3)
Collector"s Drainage v/ater Analysis
Sample
No.

a-,^^^-^^
üi-cua-cion

ToS.S. Anions Me.q/L
p.p.M.cO^HCO^ Gl
SO,,

Ca

Cation Meg/L ^^ . p ^TT
Mg
Ua.
ö.ü.±i.pn

__________________________

7

8
9

Eastern Edko
collecting drain
of Howashes 3»4,
7,8,13 & 12

3868

-

6.0

46.L7

5-94 8.69 8,33 41.09 14.1 8.6

F o r Howashvjs 1 7 ,
2 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 4 & 25

4019

-

5.23

47,88

9-66

3843

-

5.5

47,38

6.17 8.69 8.33 42.53

4854

- 5.67 61,56 9-03 8.69 12.59 54.98

For

v'/eStern Edko
general drain
at old drainage
station

12 Housha 2
13

14.1

8.7

14.61 8.7

For HoT/ash'^s

15, 23 & 22
11

43.58

HowasliiS 1,

2, 3, 8c 10
10

15.22 3.93

'^

9

12640
24977
5056

-

7.I7 188.10 16.82 5.22 39.03 157.84 30.35 8.55

- 11.33 376.^:0 30.46
-

16.86 8.65

6.50

5-22 80.52 322.25 46.7 8.60

64.98 10.35 8.69 13-65 59-49

18.03 8.75

«
I

A/
- 8 (3)

Ground ffator

Table (4) shows the cnemical analysis of ground
water seunples. The under-ground waters of both plantations
are still v.ry highly saline; hut less concentrated in the
case of tne under-ground water of EasT:^rn plMitation, confirming the iact that tho/eaching proCc;sses vjer., faster in the
Eastern plantation.
The proSonce of such high concentrations of salts
in the under-ground v/aters of soils of i^dtco, shows that thoreclamat-i-on had net yet come to completion, since the salinity
of under-ground had approciahly exceeded the critical limit»
(2000 p.p.m.)
Therefore, seasons-l and pjriodical leachings, must
be kopt going on for several y^-ars to maintain the degree of
salinity of undv^r-ground Vi^ater loss than the formontioned
critical limit.
laboratory Soil Investigations
The a^ialytical data shovm. in table (5) are examples
to represent soil salinity, v/hich generally agreos with the
corj.-esponding ö,ogrees of soil proauctivity.
Sodium choloride & sulphate are still the dommont
soil soluble salts, whil^ calcium sulphate represents less
proportions of the soil salt content.
,
The GO;, presence in the soil solution of Is20
s o i l s v\fater r a t i o indieat^is the beginning of s o i l a l k a l i n i z a t i o n which i s jonfirmed by a c r i t e r i o n bas-^d on the r a t i o
of s o l u b l e
Ha*" . , i n M.E. por 100 ,^ms. of s o i l , adopted
1!+
j-'i
Ca -Mg
by the author t o d i f f e r e n t i a t e between d i f f e r e n t d e g r e e ^ f
s o i l s a l i n i t y and a l k a l i n i t y .
The exchangeable sodium f i g u r v s Wore usod to c a l c u l a t e
g:^psum requiromouts f o r s o i l s of low s a l i n i t y .
The h i g h l y com_pacted s u b s o i l l a y e r s which are
l o c a t e d a t tho depth of about 50 cms., are a l k a l i due t o
the high under-ground ¥\rai;or of e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y s a l t
c o n c e n c r a t i o n ojid Vory high S.Aoji. v a l u e s .
Deep ploughing, s u b s o i l m g , a r t i f i c i a l a p p l i c a t i o n
of gypsum and organic men-urmg are of groat importance i n
rocxaiming t h i s s u b s o i l l a y e r s .

.;.^ ^^üBaftffi^fe&WMÉ '

êmMfiihsiititëii^iHéÉi
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Table ( 4 )
A n a l y s i s ^jf l u i d e r - g r o u n d w a t e r samples
Saiaple
No.

T . S . S . Anions Meq/L
P.P.M. CO^HCO^
01

SO.

Ga

E a s t e r n Edko
Hou-Sha 17 p r o f .
4 depth 80 era.

57^60

10.08

930.57

30.86

61.95 217.83

6 9 1 . 2 3 58,48 6 , 0 5

15

Housha 6 p r o f . 1

45448

14.17

689.37

30.37

36.95

105.28

546.68 56.63 8.30

16

uifestvirn Edko
Housha 3 p r o f . 1
derjth 50 era,

91035

10.00

1542,1

30X6

36o95

270,49

1236.82 7 0 . 5 5 8 . 4 0

4

18

o- ^ .i-toicuabion

Halk E l Gaaial
Housha 6 p r o f . 3
d e p t h 50 era.

C a t i o n s M^q/L
Mg
Na

S.A.R.pH

VD
1

72582

2,54

1179.42

30.55

42,39 239.52

848.60 79.91 8,00

mimi&ji.-.=imt0b

Table (5)
Eastern Plantation
H o u - Pro- - D e p t h
sha file 3 cms.
No. No.

Total
A n i o n s Meq. %
s o l u b l eCO;,
HCO^
Gl
salts
of a i r

C a t i o n s Meq, %
SO^
Ca
Mg

Productivity
Na

dri^zid

soil
1

8

0-25
25-50
50-100

0.51
0.52
0.93

0.37
0.47
0.37

1.68
1.68
2.43

4.67
5.10
11.90

2.07
1.35
1.06

1.35
1.17
0.43

0.52
0,19
0,70

6,92
7.24
14.48

good

2

6

0-25
25-50

1,01
1.47

0,28
0.28

1,82
2.01

11.90
19.38

2,55
4.34

0.78
0.65

1.09
1,26

14.68
24.10

fair

3

3

2.78

3

1.40

0.19
0.19
0.37
0.66

1.73
2.53
2.34
2.25

39.78
4,08
6.46
15.30

4.87
1.23
2,47
4.64

1,41
0.78
1.32
0.52

3,06
0.54
0.67
.1.23

41.50
6.71

3

50-100
0-25
25-50
50-luO::

So.49
10,70

H
O

9.75

21.10

1

1

0-90

4.16

O.uO

1.31

51.3^

18.68

17.39

17.29

36,65

Barren

8

3

0-30

0.77

0.12

1.59

10.88

0,87

1.48

1,87

I'w. 1 8

Fair

14

3

0-30

2,90

0,19

1.31

33.32

12.23

5.65

6,37

36.03

Barron

17

3

0-30

0.81

0,23

1.45

6,46

4.85

3.65

2.73

6,66

Fair

. I

m l y b i , "cne r e c l a m a t i o n of JI^CLKO Area v\ras n e a r l y
completed and t h e s o i l p r o d u c t i v i t y was improved and considered
to be f a i r l y good. The follovmig t a b l e shov^rs the crop p r o d u c t i o n of the newr c u l t i v a t e d a r e a which was d i s t r i b u t e d among the
Edfco f a r m e r s . Cooperatives vrere e s o a b l i s h e d t o provide farmers
with p r o d u c t i o n r e q u i s i t e s .
Aver age__cro_p pro due tipn f rp_m_ _193,9~1961
Western Plantation
I960
1961

Crop yield
Rice/Ardab (120 Kg)

8

Cotton/Kantar (157.5 Kg)

Eastern Plantat.ljn

I960

a

8

4/

~

5
4.5
6

8
4

Maize/Ardab (144 Kg)

5

5

Baxley/Ardab (120 Kg)

8

8

5
7

Bean/Ardab (155 Kg)

4

Green Maize/Ton

5

4.5
6

4
6

8

Hamoul, Sharkia, Halk El Gamal and Suez Districts
The following table gives an idea about the efficiency
of reaching processes carried out in the above mentioned districts. In soils of different textures, a marked removal of
soluble salts from the plant root zone was observed. The completion of leaching took place during the cultivation of certain
crops such as rice and nessella, and the gypsum v\rhen needed ?\fas
applied at the later stage of leaching processes.
District

Texture in
general

Location

Hamoul

Loamy clay

v'/e stern
Nasser

Total soluble
salts (1962)

Total soluble
salts (1963)

Housha 8
0-25 cm
25-50 cm

4.37
4.18

0-30 cm

3.33

0-30 cm

3.46
4,11

1.3
3.6
1.4
1.4
1.7

3.13
5.74

1.0
1.8

0-30 cm
Housha 32
0-25 cm
25-50 cm

/?•/

JSi'

12 District

Texture in Location
general
________

Clay loam

Total soluble Total soluble
salts C.1962.)_. salts__(_1963_)_ .

Housjia 3,2.
50-100 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm

6.92
2.023.13

4.6
0.6
0.9

Eastern
Nasser
Housha 4
0-25 cm
25-50 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm

3.76
3.7
3.19
3.76
4.89

0.6
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.5

^i/'/e stern
Cooperative
Housha 7
0-25 om
25-50 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm

6.45
5.3^
4.85
5.16

1.4
4,0
0.3
1.1

El Omrania
El Kiblia
Housha 1
0-30 cm
0-30 cm

6.27
5.14

4.5
3.8

4.44
6.50
9.00
5.70
4.50

1.5
2,5
4.2
0.6
2.5

Loamy clay Eastern
Cooperative
Housha 13
0-30 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm
0-25 cm
25-50 cm

/5V
- 13 District

Texture in
general

El Sharkia

Clay

Location

Total soluble Total soluble
s_a_lts_Xl962)__ salts (1963)

Rageb

Housha ^•
0-30 cm
0-30 cm
0-30 cm

Halk El
Gamal

El Suez

Clay

Sandy

7o4-5
4.39
5.29

3.38
3.82
2.09

0-30 cm
0-30 cm

3.02
3.14

1.7

Housha 2
0-30 cm

7.08

2.64-

Housha 5
0-30 cm

3.82

0.26

Housha 20
0-30 cm

2.50

0.43

Plantation 3
Housha 10
1.85

Conclusion
Our practical experience in the reclajaation and
improvement of saline soils in U.A.R. showed clearly that the
reclamation of these soils, generally proved to be possible
and beneficial.
Laboratory and field experiments dealing with different problem.s are running, especially leaching requirements
in different soil conditions, gypsum requirem^ents and tolerance of different crops. It is also planned to start with
small pilot projects in different reclamation districts to
indicate the optimum techniques v/hich suit the district
conditions.

Cairo, March 19, 1964.
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The main soil problems in U,A,Rr., their
nature and solution.
by
Dro Aol, El Shabassy

I,

Introduction,

The general agricultural plan in the U,A.R, depends on
the reclamation of new lands and the improvem^ent of the cultivated area. In this respect, soil and vrater are considered to be
the main two limiting factors,.
In the reclamation of the new lands as well as in improving the productivity of the cultivated area, a considerable part
of which was affected by the inadequaoA?- of irrigation and drainage facilities, many soil problems are to be dealt with»
II.
a)

Soil problems in U-,AcR,.
Soil problems in the cultivated area..
1, Soil deterioration> The development of perennial
irrigation unaccompanied with adequate drainage was observed
to cause apparent physical and chemical changes in soils.
Such changes in the soil profile are related to the movement of under-ground water and so are related to the intensely variable surface geology of the fluviatile deposits
which make and underly the soils of Egyptr
The original deterioration of localised patches is being
succeeded by slow extensica of these patches in different
types of deterioration and by the appearance of new ones.
The profile details in any given soil depend on its
overhead water supply, its underground water supply, the
chemical composition of both, and on the primary texture
and structure of the soil together with the secondary
changes induced therein.
Deterioration of land under perennial irrigation can
generally be associated with the existence of a high water
table which has pe""sisted over a variable period of time.

/.ft^

In dealing with the aforementioned soil deterioration,
it is possible to differentiate the following four types:

-

Saline soils.
^
Saline alkali soils, ^
Black alkali soils. ••''
Gypsum veined soils.

Saline soils.
Total soluble salts exceeding 0,2^ and ESP less than 15.
Saline alkali soils.
Total soluble salts exceeding 0,2^ and ESP exceeding 15.
Black alkali soils.
Practically free of neutral salts and ESP exceeding 15.
The gypsum veined soils.
A constant feature of these soil profiles is the presence,
at a variable depth, of an impermeable layer immediately
underlain by a horizon veined vdth gypsum and of good structure. The soluble salts, including gypsum, occur in all
layers of such a profile but there is typically a peak concentration in the veined horizon. The exchangeable bases
are mainly calcium and magnesium.
It is of importance to notice that in the aforementioned
deteriorated soils, the different features of salinity and
alkalinity may be found in varying degrees, combinations
and distributions in soils of different textures. Also it
is observed that in these four types of soils, the underground water is moderately saline (about 3000-5000 p.p.m,),
2, Soils of poor properties. Owing to the improper
management practices m some cases, the improper utilization
of irrigation water, and the cultivation of certain crops,
soil properties may be affected to different degrees. The
soil may become very poor in its organic matter content,
its structure may become worse, even hard pans are formed
and temporary saliniaation may occur.
b)

Soil problems in the horizontal expansion lands.

The two important soil types under which largest
acreage of lands under reclamation on the present water resources
and which will be reclaimed on the water of the High Dam are
mainly:
-

Clay soils,
Sandy and sandy calcareous soils.

Clay soils.
Most of these soils are highly saline * In this type of
soils, the groundwater contains 30-50 gm/L of soluble salts.
Surface layers^ as well as other soil layers, are strongly
saline (containing 3-5% or more salts). Some of these soils
are of low permeability to water especially those containing
large proportions of magnesium. In some cases the application
of gypsum to prevent alkalinization of the soil is necessary if
they are poor in natural gypsum,
Sandy and sandy calcareous soils.
The main problems of these soils are their low retentive
power of water, the very limited fertility, the unfavourable
physical conditions and land erosion. Beside that, salinity
problems may also occur. In this residual dry solonchak type
of soils, the salinity may be very great. The groundwater table
is very deep (15-30 m) and accordingly, it takes no important
part in the salinization process. This residual salinity of
the soils is maintained as a result of the extremely high
aridity of the deserts.
This type of saline soils is distributed in the Kharga
Oasis. In some cases of sandy saline alkali soils, the soil
solutions may contain very high concentrations of original
sodium carbonate.
In sandy calcareous soils, the calcium carbonate content may be very high, resulting great damage to the plant root
system, especially vrhen the soil is dry,
c) Drainage and water use problems.
These problems are closely related to soil problems
because of their direct effects on soil properties and the
efficiency of different soil reclamation and improvement techniques. Determining the proper water requirements for different
crops, leaching and drainage requirements is, therefore, of
major importance.
The improper utilization of drainage and under-ground
waters in irrigation and leaching purposes may lead to soil
deterioration.
III.

Solutions for soil problems.

The proper approach meeting soil problems in U.A.R,
must be based on sound scientific bases. Therefore, the
scientists in the Soil Research Division of the Ministry of
Agriculture are interested in research work dealing with

finding out solutions fo"" soil practical problems. This work
will broaden conceptions as to requirements for execution of
land reclamation and improvement works. Consequently, the aim
is to use and convey the knowledge gained to all those who may
be interested in its con-;lusionSo
The broad lines jf the research policy of Soix Research
Division are summarized as follows:
1. Studies on the properties of saline and alkali soils,
which lead to gathering the necessary informations, modifying methods and measures to suit local conditions for the
diagnosis, reclamation and improvement of such soils.
2. Studies on the origin and formation of saline alkali
soils and the causes of soil c'eterioration^ ^
3o Studies on the besb economical land reclamation
methods, which include the use of amendments, leaching and
drainage requirements and practices for saline and alkali
soils under local conditions~
4. Studies on plant toler'ance, response and crop
selection for saline and alkali soils,
5» Studies on the utilization of salty waters in
leaching and irrigation purposes and their effects on both
soils and plants,
6o Studies on the effect of underground water table
and soil water movement on soil properties and crop
production to find out the best drainage systems for soil
improvement and better crop production,
7. Studies on the physical and chemical properties and
important soil components especially clay and organic
matter fractions of different soils in Egypt and the relation between soil properties and its productivity and suitability for different orcpSr
Öt. Studies ovx the off-.c' cf sell management and crop
rotation on soil properties especially in sandy and calcareous soils to find out the suitable methods for improving soil productj.vity tlirough modifying the tillage and
other forming practices.,
9. Studies on the soil-water-plant relationships to
indicate the optimum irrigation and drainage requirements
for different soils and crops..
10, Studies on the use of different soil conditioners
for soil improvement,

- 5The application of the research work conclusions»
1.

Soil Improvement Service in GiilfeivatedlArea.

This work is mainly confined to the investigation
•f the grower's fields, upon request, with a view to giving
the advice for the best land reclamation and improvement
methods, based on careful field studies, soil analygei
and application of research work conclusions.»
The wrok further calls for putting the investigated
lands under the technical superrision of qualified and welltrained staff.
Chemical analyses of water samples sent by farmers
and different organization's are parried out to study their
suitability for irrigation.
2.

The application of Research Work in the New Lands
under Keclamation.

In the field of the horizontal expansion, the
division collaborates with the General Organization of Land
Development in the efforts aiming at bringing under cultivation all the new areas in the land reclamation programs.
The role of the Division experts is to put the reclamation
and cultivation techniques in the new areas at the scientific measures based on the wide application of soil research
warks. This work includes laboratory and field experiments
dealing with leaching processes, the use of amendments,
•rop tolerance and the utilization of drainage water, etc.
Periodical soil investigations, soil and water analyses
are carried out before leaching and cultivation of differervt
crops in the rotation to follow up the progress of reclamat:' :"
processes and to insure the optimum utilization of land
water resources.

Cairo, U.A.R,20 March 1964.
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P r e s e n t Land R e c l a m a t i o n A c t i v i t i e s
of U . A . R , G o v e r n m e n t ,
by
R.M.

Anwar

Aètual land reclamation in the United Arab Republic started
with the dawn of the revolution in 1952. Prior to that date
reclamation activites were initiated, on a very small scale by
the State Domain Department, big land owners, and private companies. In fact, average acreage brought under cultivation by
the said' three organizations amounted only to about 2500 foddans
annually.
After the revolution attention was focussed on land reclamation, to cope with the increase in population, V/hile the study
of the High Dam was in progress it was decided to push land reclamation activities to a maximum yearly acreage using the present
Nile water together with the proper use of underground water and
drainage water alone or after mining vdth fresh water. Several
organizations were established to execute the program of land
reclamation namely, The Higher Bureau of Reclamation. The Liberation
Province Organization; The General Desert Development; Organization
and the Land Rehabilitation Organization in Behaira and Fayoum.
At present, these various organizations are grouped into three
main organizations namely:
(1) Land Development Organization.
This or,p;a.nization is initiated to study and prepare the desi'^is
•f various land reclamation projects within the Nile Valley,
It also supervises the execution of these projects and undertakes
the cropping- of the newly reclaimed land until It is ready for
distribution.
Two organizations are attached to the Land Development Organization namely:
TA)

The Liberation Province Organization

(B)

Land Rehabilitation Organization

- 2 (2)

Desert Development Organization.

This org':jnization is intrusted with land rvjclamation a.n.^
development of desert areas, using underground water, rain wat r
or ordinary wat sr from the Nile, It carries its activities ir.
the New Valley, the Western and Eastern costs of the Mediterranean, VJadi El Natroon, and also desert areas adjacent to the
Nile Valley such as the Maryout Project and the east of the Suez
Canal Project.
(3)

Land Reclamation Organization

This organization comprises five land reclamation
companies which have been designated by the Government to
execute the process of land reclamation up to the stage of
leaching.

The Land Development Organization
Its scope of operation for the first Five Year Plan
(I960 - 1965) amounts to 520,3 00 feddans, out of which 100,509
feddans were reclaimed before 1962, The following table represents the areas under reclamation and their acreage in feddans-

Area

Acreage
according to
first Five Year
Plan

Kasabi
3-ihr El Bakar
Belbees
Inshas
Perdan
Abo El Akhdar
lafir Shehab El
Doen
Hamoul
•iast Gharbia drain
Zawia
; 'loet Yazid

1 Shalma
Sdk»
:;i Bosely

Ö275
17500
Ö000
1500
7000
5020

Acreage
reclaimed
prior to
June 1962
Ö275
5750

1963-64
program
11750

1964-65
program
—

f^OOO
1500
—

5250

50000
60000
8500
12000
2700
7650
10000

9000
125Ö5

595

595

-.
—
—

7650
5150

_

7000
-.

22500
7000
Ö500

_
—
_

1Ö500
2Ö415

—

12000

2700

—
—.

—

2350
-

2500
-

/ / /
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Desert Development Organization

This organization is intrusted with land reclamation a.n.1.
development of desert areas, using underground water, rain wat r
or ordinary water from the Nile, It carries its activities in
the New Valley, the Western and Eastern costs of the Mediterranean, Wadi El Natroon, and also desert areas adjacent to the
Nile Valley such as the Maryout Project and the east of the Suez
Canal Project.
(3)

Land Reclamation Organization

This organization comprises five land reclamation
companies which have been designated by the Government to
execute the process of land reclamation up to the stage of
leaching.

The La.nd Development Organization
Its scope of operation for the first Five Year Plan
(I960 - 1965) amounts to 520,300 feddans, out of which 100,509
feddans were reclaimed before 1962. The following table represents the areas under reclamation and their acreage in feddans-

Area
i
1

Acreage
according to
first Five Year
Plo,n

Acreage
reclaimed
prior to
June 1962

1963-64
program

1964-65
program

f

Kasabi
S275
• B'lhr El Bakar
17500
Belbees
Ö000
Inshas
1500
Ferdan
7000
, >ibo El Akhdar
5020
: Hafir Shehab El
i Deen
50000
i Hamoul
60000
I i^ast Gharbia drain
Ö5OO
12000
1 Zawia
i !Meet Yazid
2700
Shalma
7650
Sdk»^
10000
4 il Bosely
595

Ö275
5750
—.

1500
—

5250
9000
I25Ö5
—
—

7650
5150

595

11750
•-*
-«

7000
—

22500
7000
Ö5OO
1—

2700
—

2350
-

_

f^OOO
_
—^
—

1Ö500

2Ö415
12000
—
-,

2500
-

ie Land Developm-; int O r g a n i z a t i o n
Table (Gontd.)

l^f
- 3 -

1
Area

Acreage
According to
fir St Five Yciar
Plan

Noubaria
Liberation Province
Southern Sector
Liberation Province
Northern Sector
Liberation Province
Sprinkler Area
' It'll Consult Areas
i Una c lis
'.'ardan
: Tom Oshim
]1 Gharab El Soltani
;\om Ombo
; ^.--.-^^rian Reform
; baren Areas

51000

Acreage
reclaimed
prior to
June 1962
im

1963-64
program

1964-65
program

;
;

21000

30000

;
t

624Ö

624 Ö

—

12000

12000

_

*m

;
j

25400
71000
3300
1000
3100
2400
4Ö500

143 Ö0
5750
3300
1000
3100
2400
22250

11020
13000

52250

1

—
—
—
—

—
-.
-

-

1

20250

6000

5Ö500

34750

20000

3744

—

(A) L^nd Rehabilitation Organization
This organization was established in 1954 to carry recl;,.mation, development and distribution activities in three arei ;-:
namely: Ab is, Qut a and Kom Oshim. Abis area compr ises 30,00(:'
feddans «f marshy land which v/as once a part of lake Maryout
near Alexandria. The whole area is three meters below sea-le^'
The soils of the area are clayey in texture with ample amounts
of shells in the subsoil. They are extremely saline in nature
but rich in gypsum. Reclamation steps include levelling,
installation of canals and drains, and leaching, '"•uta and
Kom Oshim areas comprise 4000, and 3100 feddans respectively,
and their soils are similxr^ Both are heavy soils rich in
marl or shale Mrith slight accumulation of salts in the surface
soil. Steps of reclamation include, levelling, terracing,
installation of canals and drains, and leaching. Time needed
for complere reclamation varies, but in general, three or four
years are ample to bring the land to average production.
(B)

The Liberation Province

At present, the reclamation activities in the Liberation
Province are divided into three major parts,
(1) The southern sector which comprises- 15375 feddane
of sandy soils irrigated by flood irrigation.

(2) Sprinkler irrigation area w'-ich comprises 2500C
feddans of sandy soils irrigated by underground water

using a semi portable sprinkler irrigation system.
(3)
The Northern Sector vhich comprises 15000
feddans of calcareous soils v.rhich contains very little
salt accumulation in the surface layerc Irrigation •
is accomplished by the flood system using Nile water>,

Desert Development

Organization

This organisation v.ras established in 1959 with the fo"'
objectives:
(A)

Survey and study of desert
methods of reclamationc

soils m d suggestis •

(B)

Establishing r.jsearch centers for deser'-. soils

(C) Installation of irrigation and drainage systems
making use of the underground water, jireas
reclaimed by the Desert Development Orf^anizatic
are:
(a)

The New Valley^

The New Valley comprises the depress"^
located on the west side of the Nile Valley;in the Western desertr. The 'cot'-l area- of th
depression is around 1,500^000 feddans, In
order to carry on the steps of reclamation
correctly various researches wore undertaker
namely, soil survey., topographical survey,
well corrosion, water requirements, me-ohods •.
irrigation, and soil amendment's studies.
As a result of these studies 21,000 feddans
selected to carry on a pilot reclamation pr^
Steps of reclamation in the New Valley incl '
installation of wells, levelling, installat
of cmals and drains, leaching and cropping
(b)

We stern and ii^astern coasta
Re di t e r r"anë an".~"'

of _the
' "

On the west side of the delta the ar.
stretches from Alexandria to Soloum, and
amounts to 9490 feddans irrigated by rain
water which falls at an avera-j;e rate of I5C
millimeters annuallvc On the East side
6200 feddans were sjlected foi" reclam.ation
usj^ng well vrater-

- 5 -

(c) Wadi Bl^ Natroun
This area amounts to 6000 feddans of sandy
soils, irrigated by underground vjater ca.lcareous
(d) The Maryout Project
This Project comprises some 50,000 fc^dda-" J
of calcareous soils, 40 kilometers to the southwest of Alexandria, Irrigation water for this -u-j
will be provided by mixing drainage water from 51
Omom drains with Noubaria fresh vreter until thtj
salt content of the mixture is reduced to 700 pcj

Land Reclamation Organization
This organization is intrusted x^rith the first step of r
clamation namely, levelling, and the installation of canals and
drains. The land reclamation organization conprises the followii. :.
'wompanies:
1.

General L'^nd Reclamation Company

2.

Kora Ombo Company

3.

Underground Water Company

k*

Behaira Land Reclamation Company

5«

El

Ekkaria Land Reclamation Company

Future for the second Five Year Plan Expansion:
The second Five Year Plan aims at the reclamation of' about
1,200,000 feddans using the water provided by the High Dam. The
first projecy which will soon be started is located to the south
of Port Said, and comprises about 315,000 feddans of clayey and
sandy soils vxhich will be irrigated from the Ismalia Canal usint.
both the flood and sprinkler irrigation system

The following table shows the selected areas for the second
Five Year Plan in feddans :

ia
- 6-

I Area
South of Port Said and Salhia
Hesania plain
Noubaria Extension
Noubaria Canal Area
Ismalia Area
Suez Area
Zaglool and Bersik Areas
Faraskour & Borg Areas
Borolos Lake
Southern Sector of
Liberation Province
Behaira Province Area
Beni-Suef Area
Assiout Area
Sohag Area
Etal Consult Areas
Southern Liberation Province
El Hager Area
North of Somalout Area
South
"
"
Wadi Abadie
Radisia Area

Acreage
292000
164000
5000
12000
22000
10000
15000
Ö000
40 J 000
25,000
4000
9000
10,000
10;000
16,500
10500
10000
42500
6000
3 500

Land reclamation activities in the United nrab Republic si-^ •
not stop for even one second and the acreage of green land shoula 'r<
increased day after days We must reach the stage in vrhich every
every drop of water would be used properly to promote prosperous
on the ^ o r e s of the Nile
At present, many farmers are waiting for their turn to ovi.
land, while th^ future presents with every new generation, more
individuals vrho are lingering to bo land ovmers^. It is only thr-:-^
land reclamation that such hopes could be achiev^ed^

Cairo, U.AoR.'
20 March 1964»
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Salinity and alkalinity of soils and groundwater in
reclaimed lov/ land area under tidal effect in
the Nile delta, U.A.R.
by A. Zein El Abedine et al

Introduction.
A considerable part of the agricultural expansion in
Egypt, U.A.R., depends upon reclaiming saline and saline alkaline
soils in the northern part of the Nile delta. The prospective
area is about 200.000 hectar of low relieved landscape close to
the Mediterranean Sea and around the brakish lakes in the north
of the delta.
The whole
water table. The
the lakes and the
the Nile branches
groundwater table

area is characterized by a salty high groundsea tide fluctuations influence the salinity of
groundwater, while the hydrostatic pressure from
and irrigation system maintain the rising of
very near to the surface.

The amount and nature of the accumulation salts in the
soil profile depend upon the depth of groundwater and the contents
and nature of its soluble salts. These salts are in fact greatly
influenced by the sea tides and consequently by the distance
between any area and the brakish lakes or the sea, as well as by
the land relief.
In an attempt to study the relations between land relief
and the depth and chemical analysis of the groundwater in thia
area on one hand, and salts distribution and accumulation in the
soil profile on the other hand, investigations has been carried
out on an area of about l+OOO hectar extending 25 km from the
shores of Borollos Lake' towards the south. The- land relief of
the sea. rises from sea level to about 3 m, A.S.L, open ditch
field drains, secondary, and main drains serve the area. Drainage
waters are mechanically lifted up and discharged into the sea.
The data presented in this contribution represent areas
that had been reclaimed and cultivated.for not less than 15 years,
but their productivity was and is still impaired by the saline
groundwater.
The area in many ways represent the soils around the
northern lakes that suffer from the effect of the sea tides.
Thus this study will be beneficial in future schemes of land
reclamation.

IfC'

Results and discussion.
1,

Soil constituents»
Table 1 presents some average soil constituents of the areat

Table 1;

Average constituents of the soil profiles of the area.
(Percent of oven dry weight)o

Depth cm

Clay
0„002

mm

Silt
0.020.002

F.Sand
0.020^2 mm

CSand
20.2 mm

CaC03

Organic
Matter

19-0

0,4
Od
Oo4
0„9
1,1
1,0
1,0
1.2

1.7
1.6
1.0
0,0
0.5
0.Ö
0.Ö
1.2

1.1
1,0
0.9
0,7
0.6
0.7
0.7
0,0

mm
0-20
20-40
40-60
6Ü-Ö0
Ö0-100
100-120
120-140
140-160

54.7
52,9
54o3
53.4
53 ..5
52o7

52 „7
54-2

19-^0
20o3
19.5
19.4
19.4
19c 5
19o5
19o6

21 o 3
20.Ö

20»9
21o0
21.Ö
21. Ö
19.6

The data show that the soils are of clay texture down to
the water table, and that there is slight accumulations of organic
matter and calcium carbonate in the surface.
2,

Ground water.

The depth of water table in 20 profiles spread over the
area ranges between 70 cm and 17 cm. It is noticed that the
pumping stations5 that lift up the drainage water to the sea, that
are situated in the north end of the area have a rather limited
effect on lowering the water table. The profiles nearer to them
have average depth of water table of 150 cm, while those further
to the south have an average of 93 cm.. Table 2r,
Table 2:

Dist,
Km

6
Ö
12
22
^'^

Average depths, T,S^S,. cations and anions ratios, and p.I
of groundwater in relation to land relief and distance
from lake.

Relief Depth
m
cm

0.0-0„vV
C>3-0.5
0.5-^0,8
2.0-3X

150
143
136
93

pH

7o03
7.43
7.50
Ö.12

TeS„S,
me/l SCap

3733
1033
742
31

3-2
2,6
5oÖ
7.0

SMap

19^0
20.2
14,9
7.0

SSP SKP

74^0
75-.5
77r7
Ö5.>6

1.2
1-3
1.6
0,4

Percent of totcl
anions
HCOo CI SO,
CO3
0„4 92.Ö 60Ö
0„9 8 0 , 7 IÖ.4
I d Ö4.9 H . O
47.0 2Ö.4 2 4 . 6

- 3 The percentage of Ca of total cations increases with increasing distance from the lake and with the rise of land relief,
while SMap decreases. The SSP increases from about 75 to 36 with
the increase of distance in spite of the marked decrease of T.S.S.
The 01 percent of total anions decreases with distance
from lake accompanied by a gradual increase of SOi , but a verysharp rise of HCOo takes place furthest from the lake indicating
the existence of residual sodium carbonate which is responsible
for the alkalinity of the soils in this site.
3.

pH of soils.

The abundance of neutral salts near the lake depresses the
pH values in the soil profile; but with increasing distance the
diminishing T.S.S,, the rise of SSP, and the existence of residual
sodium carbonate raise the pH values considerably. It is also
clear that pH appreciably increases with depth in all profiles.
Table 3.
•
Table 3;

Depth of
layer cm
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-Ö0
Ö0-100
100-120
146-160
4.

Average pH values, SCap and SSP in soil profiles in
relation to distance from lake.
d Km

6 Km

pH SCap
7.Ö5
7.Ö5
7.Ö6
7.Ö9
7.90
7.90
7.90

2Ö.5
2Ö.5
26.3
23.4
21.7
14.7
9,9

22 Km

12 Km

SSP

pH

SCap

SSP

pH

SCap

SSP

pH

SCap

SSP

50.0
50.0
53.Ö
6r.l
63.5
72.0
77.0

7.ÖÖ
7.00
7.90
7.92
7.92
7.95

30.1
30,1
24.0
20.4
20,4
20.3

45.1
45.1
55-0
62.9
62.9
65.3

7.90
7.94
7.93
7.90
3.03
7.92

24.2
22.6
2Ö.0
26.3
19.3
16.5

49.7
50.4
4Ö.9
55.1
66.9
72,2

Ö.01
Ö.12
3,17
3,00
3.04

5.6
4.5
4.3
5.6
4.9

ÖÖ.1
91.1
91.4
91.3
91.4

Cations and anions distributed in profiles.

Sodium is always dominant in the soluble salts of all profil.^,
and it invariably increases with depth of layer in the profile. It
reaches a maximum near the lake and decreases to minimum furthest to
the south and in higher relief. Calcium stands second in magnitude
after Na, and it also decreases with distance from lake. In certain
instances Ca slightly accumulates in the middle of profile.
Magnesium follows the same pattern of Ca but at a lower
magnitude. Potassium is the lowest of all and It tends to increase
with the approach to the water table.
With the exception of the deep layers of the profiles
nearest to the lake, SO^ is always dominant over CI and HCO3,

It

- 4is significant to note that HCO^ increases gradually towards the
south and COo starts to occur in small amounts at 12 Km from the
lake at relief 0.5-0,0 m A.S.L,, and reaches its maximum 22 Km
from it at relief 2.0-3.0 m A.S.L,, where neutral salts reach
their minimum, indicating the start and promotion of alkalinity.
Table 4Table 4»

Carbonate and bicarbonate in soil profiles in relation
to distance from lake (m.e/lOO gr).

Depth of
layer cm

6 Km
CO3 HCO3

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-Ö0
ÖO-100
100-120
120-140
140-I6O

„
—
—
—
—
^
-

0,49
0.49
0.49
0.44
0.39
0.44
0.44
0.44

Ö Km
CO3 HCO3
-----^-

0,66
0,66
0,55
0.43
0.43
0.50
0,50

12 Km
GO3 HCO3
0.02
0,03
0,03
0,50
0,02
0.02

0,09
0.97
0.70
0,50
0.54
0.63

22 Km
CO3 HCO
0.1Ö
0,33
0.39
0.3Ö
0.42

2.14
2.24
2.29
2.2Ö
2.20

The top layers of all profiles comparatively contain the
least salt concentration, while the loxvest contain the highest
with dominance of SO^ and Na ions, except in the profiles next to
the lake where CI ana Na dominate.
Conclusions.
These results show that reclaiming saline and alkaline
soils using the present system of drainage in the northern Nile
delta does not achieve satisfactory leaching of salts from the
soil profile. They also show that alkalinity develops readily
with the removal of high salt concentrations, and compensation
for the leached soluble calcium salts through addition of amendments is inevitably necessary.
These investigations indicate the occurence of a considerably wide belt of alkaline soils bordering the saline alkaline
areas under tidal effect. In the area under study this belt of
alkaline soils will be at a relief of 1 to 3 m A.S.L.
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Notes on proposed irrigation schemes in connection v/ith
UAR-UNSF-FAO High Dam Soil Survey Project - Relevant
extracts of the report.
by
C.W. Houghton
FAO Irrigation Practices Consultant

Irrigation Water Management.
The relationships between soil, water and plants are
very important. For the irrigation water manager, these relation
ships must be translated into his ability to apply the proper
amounts of water at the proper time in accordance with the needs
of the crop and the soil. To accomplish this in fact, the irrigation system must be properly designed and installed. The system
must be adequate to enable the water manager to apply v^/ater where,
when and in the quantity as is needed.
It is not adequate to use a pre-determined irrigation
schedule which arbitrarily sets up a rotation based on some number
of days. Crops require different quantities of water of different
depths depending upon the stage of grovrth, type of plant and the
time of the year (climate).
Sprinkler and Gravity Irrigation Systems.
Sprinkler systems are often suggested as an easy answer
to this problem, in particular for sand soils. However, sprinkler
system.s have the disadvantage of high initial costs. Adequate
iesign of sprinkler systems is a complex one, and pipe, sprinkler
heads, pumps, etc., are costly. Moreover, careful handling and
good maintenance are pressing conditions for a satisfactory operation of the systems and for preventing the operation costs to
run too high.
It is also possible to design and install efficient
gravity irrigation systems on sand soils, i.e. on the principle
of "flush irrigation," Flush irrigation and flood irrigation is
not the same, A condition for flush irrigation is that all the
water necessary for one irrigation application is brought on the
land in a very short time. In this way it is prevented that
lots of water g(3t lost by ample infiltration on one place, while
it never or unsatisfactorily moistens the soil on another spot.

-<2>The distribution system including the main canals and
smaller permanent field ditches should be designed to carry relatively large quantities of water to the field, (All canals and
ditches should be lined with concrete or other suitable materialsi
The water should be concentrated to one field at a time, so that
as much as ,4 m-^/second may be delivered. Where Nile gravity
water is used this concentration of water should present few problems. In pump areas the system should be designed so that all
the pumps in an area can be connected in the canal system. Where
this is impractical,it is possible to build storage reservoirs.
The water is pumped into the reservoirs and then released to the
fields.
Field size and slopes will depend upon topography and
basic intake rates of the soils. Advantage should be taken of tho
natural topography as much as possible in order to keep costs of
moving dirt to a minimum. This may result in benching on the
steeper or sloping lands. Generally, on these sands, the slope
in the direction of irrigation run should not exceed 15 to 2Ö cm
in the total distance of 200 metres, which is suggested as a maximum length of run. Runs of 100 metres will provide better water
control and the grades in this case should be flat. The width
of the field should not exceed 10 metres.
Fields based on the sizes indicated (200x10 metres) can be
irrigated in about 15 or 20 minutes. Since the water is applied
very quickly it is in contact v/ith the soil in all locations in
the field for essentially the same period of time. This results
in uniform penetration in the crop root zone in all areas of the
field and deep percolation losses are avoided. This is reflected
in uniform crop growth and increased production with savings in
water used.
With this "flush" system it is possible to apply any
given amount of water uniformly to the soil, simply by varying the
time the water is allowed to flovj on to the field.
A condition for this system, of gravity irrigation is the
''finish" leveling. Due to an un-level surface an uneven moistening of the soil will occur. This will not only result in an
uneven development of the crop, but also results in unnecessary
los'ses of water. A soil of a certain texture or structure can
retain on a certain spot over a certain rooting depth only a
certain amount of water. If more water is applied on that spot,
it will penetrate deeper into the soil and thus beyond the reach
of the plants. Other spots will not get enough water.
It is tried generally 1:0 solve this inefficiency by
making the basins small. By this method, aside from the large
amount of hand labour required and the obvious inefficient use
of water, there is a considerable amount of land wasted in the
ridges or borders around these small basins. Small secondary
irrigation ditches become necessary with this system and incur
an additional loss of land. Frequently water breaks from one
basin into another, and still to another causing considerable
erosion and loss of crop.

- 3 If it is planned to use tractors and other farm machinery
at a later date it will be found impossible to do so with these
small basins. V/hen the ridges are removed to facilitate use of
the machinery, the fields will be too un-level to irrigate.
To operate efficiently, the system should be designed
according to the soil type. There are variations in texture,
permeability, water-hplding capacity and basic intake rates in
the sand soils. These are important considerations which, when
correlated with peak consumptive use factors, will enable the
irrigation engineer to design the system according to the actual
needs of the soils and the various crops to be grown,
pF Water Retention Samples,
In the High Dam Soil Survey Project samples have been
analysed to establish the amount of available water in the different soils.
Undisturbed core samples are analysed according to the
pre_ssure plate^and .pre^ssure membrane?^method. No moisture equivalèrr(r~aetêrmTnations to estabTi'sh the soil moisture between field
capacity and wilting point have been performed, *? "?
On the basis of a limited number of samples taken, it
appears that the following are approximate amounts of available
water (pF 2,3-4.2 for sands and pF 2,7-4,2 for clays) for the
textural groupings as defined in the Soil Survey Reports,
mm/dm
Coarse text, S,
Sandy soils

LS
Mod, coarse text,-SL, FSL

Loamy soils

Medium text.-VFSL, L,
Sil, Si,
Mod, fine text,-CL, SCL,
SiCL.

Clayey soils

Fine text,-SC, SiC, C,

2-3
3-6
6-Ö
Ö-13
13-19
13-15

For comparative purposes an examination of the waterholding capacities of the various textures in the Ismailiya and
Shalma-Hamoul areas are as follows.
Quantities of Total Available Moisture expressed in
mm/lOO cm of soil.

- 4Ismailiya Area
Sandy soils

Range from 10 to 4^

- Arg. 23

Clayey soils

Range from 44 to 7Ö

- Arg. 64

Shalma-Hamoul Area
Clayey soils

Range from 63 to 250 - Arg, I3I

(F'or specific profiles in the areas studies, refer to
table in back of this report.
the
On the basis of/extremes found in the samples, it would
indicate that more detailed surveys and studies be made of the
sandy areas. It might be possible to locate areas of relatively
higher water-holding capacities and to eliminate areas of low
water-holding capacity.
Sterling A. Taylor has suggested a minimum of 4 mm/dm as
being the practical limit for irrigation design. This would seen,
the absolute minimum if one considers the crop root distribution
pattern in the soil. Approximately l+OPjo of the crop roots will be
found in the upper \ of the root zone; 30/^ will be found in the
second \\ 20$ will be found in the third i; with the remaining
10^ in the fourth \ , With this viewpoint one can see that the
total available water to the plant will be somewhat less than a
straight arithmethical total.
Plant Root Distribution in the soil.
A soil holding 4 mm/dm would appear to hold 4O mm total
available water for a depth of 100 cm. Because of the root
distribution, however, only about 23 ram would actually be available to the plant. Assuming a peak daily use of 7 mm/day, this
would mean irrigating every four days. If the root zone depth
were extended to 160 cm it would appear arithmetically to hold
at 4 mm/dm 64 n™ of total available moisture. Here again only
about 45 mm will be available to the plant. At 7 mm/day use
this would mean irrigating about every 62 days. From this it
can readily be seen that the deeper rooted crops are better
suited to the sandy soils. The shallow rooted crops should be
limited to the winter months when water use rates are not so
high.
To maintain optimum growing conditions the plants should
not be allowed to reduce the soil moisture content to the wiltinp
point. At this point plants are showing stress and during the
hot summer periods they may suffer and growth is interrupted at
this point. This is another consideration in the design of the
system. Again it is important to be able to irrigate when and
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- 5in the quantities that are needed in order to maintain optimum
growing conditions. In general irrigation is repeated after the
soil moisture is used up to 50^^ of the total available water in
the soil.
Data of Available Water.
The following are total quantities of available moisture
expressed in mm water/100 cm of soil for specific profiles.

Texture

-WHC )• ^
Total
mm/100 cm

Sandy-

25

Ismailiya Area
Photo

Profile No.

1-41

4

.

2a-39

4

46

3-29

23

15

3-39

2

22

4-39

5

1Ö

4-40

20

20

5-52

3

11

5-61

2

4Ö

6-40

2

15

6-46

12

Sandy Surface
Clay Loam Subsoil

5Ö

7-60

1

Clayey SiCL
Surface

44

10g~72

3

Sandy subsoil

9Ö

12-64

1

Sandy Clay subsoil

7Ö

13-63

2

Clayey

64

Idfu-Kom Ombo Area
M 11

3

Sandy

62

M 12

1

1!

55

M 13

7

!t

43

6 -

To.xture

l'
WHC ~
Total
mm/100 c
233

Idfu~Kom Ombo Area (cont'd)
Photo

Profile No. ^

M 14

4Ö

SiltJfy

M 17

5Ö

Sandy

M 17

59

Silt^y

222

Sandy

53

K0-Kr2ll

39

KO-Krglll

VFS & S i l t

121

K0-K2rEI

Sand & Loam

I30

Naga-Hammadi Area
M 33

FO-B

S & G

25

M 33

FS-B

S & G

23

M 33

FS-A

Sandy

19

M 32

¥P-D

!?

43

M 32

FS-C

tt

49

M 32

FS-H

t»

57

M 32

RS-A

SiCL

57

M 34

FO-A

S &G

2ê

K 33

FOS-A

S &G

32

M 33

FOS-B

L & SL

51

M 32

FS-C

Sandy

59

M 32

FS-D

LS

66

M 32

FS-E

Sandy

17

M 33

WP-A

!ï

25

M 32

FS-G

r?

59

M 32

WF-A

S & G

34

M 32

W-B

Sandy

43

- T -^

R»sütta Aroa
Dob No.

Old No.

So i l U n i t

Tjxture

WHO
mm/100 cm

2a

D-12

A 2

Sh 2

Fluffy
clay

D-17

A 6

Sh 1

CL-C

D-IÖ

A 7

Bc 2

CL

57

D-15

A 4

Bu 2

CL

23

D-20

A 9

Eb 2

3

20

D-21

A 10

D 2

S

15

Baltim
Deb No.

llf

(Shalma-Hamoul) A r e a
Old N o .

M»saic No.

Photo No.

Soil
Unit

Texture

1
WiiC
rrim/100 cm

36-19

Bo 1

Loam

151
250

D-30

A 1

M

D-61

A 16

M 136

30-5

Bu 1

SiC-C

D-62

A 17

M 136

31-32

Sh 1

Clay

6Ö

D-31

A 2

M 135

37-12

Sh 1

Fluffy
clay

63

D-32

A 3

M 135

37-13

Bu 2

Clay

202

D-34

A 5

M 135

36-15

Bo 1

SiC

110

B-36

A 7

M

33-12

Sh 2

135

135

Fluffy
(3 l a y & S i C

73

Qaraa & Damiotta Area
76

D-97

F 27

M 13 Ö

Ga 2

Sandy

D-92

F 23

M 13 S

Ga 1

1?

102

D-93

F 24

M 13 ö

Ga 1

s

76

D-97

F 27

M 13 ö

Ga 2

i

52

^ /

- <g Qaraa & Damiotta Area (cont'd)
Deb No.

Old No.

Mosaic No.

Soil Unit

Texture

WHO
mm/100 cm
39

D-96

F 24

M I3Ö

Ga 11 •

S.andy

D-.73

F 4

M 137

Bu 3

CL

D-106

F 35

M 13Ö

3t 1

Sandy

44

D-103

F 33

M 13Ö

Bt 1

"

32

F 11

M 137

Sh 1

Cl-C

26Ö

D-Ê1

F 12

M 137

Sh 3

Fluffy
C

291

D-75

F 6

M 137

Bo 2

CL

D-71

F 2

M 137

Bu 3

CL

D-Ö7

F 1Ö-

M 13 Ö

Eb 1

Sandy

55

D-Ö9

F 20

M I3Ö

Sb 2

"

32

D-.IO4

F 34

M 13^

Bt 2

"

21

D-75

F 6

M 137

B» 2

D-d1

•

142

47
.

CL

91

239

Amiriya Area
D 14

F 14

Am 1

Silty-Clay

D 15

F 15

Ka 1

Sil

5Ö

D 16

F 16

He 2

S

30

D 15.1

F

15H

Ka 1

Silty

D 12n

F 12rt

Me 2

??

45

D

F

lOA

Oa 1

L-Sil

95

m

10A

112

122

D 9B

F 9B

Oa Is

SL-L

D I4A

F 14.i

i-.m. 1

Silty

D 13B

F 133

Am 2

ft

91

D 12B

F 12B

Me 2

!)

72

D 13c

F 13c

Am 2

?t

5è

144

'

fêl
- 9 -

Amiriya Area (cont'd)
)eb No.

Old No.

Soil Unit

Texture

WHG
mm/100 cm

D ÖA

F ÖA

Me 1

Silty

7Ö

D lOB

F lOB

Qa 1

SL-L

35

D 1

F 1

Me 1

Silty

12

D 3

F 3

St 1

SL

70

D 2

F 2

St 3

SL

66

D 4

F 4

Er 1

Si-G

34

D 5

F 5

St 2

Sandy

6Ö

D 7

F 7

Er 2

CL

49

D 6

F 6

St Is

Sandy

67

D 6A

F 6A

St Is

H

74

D 10

F 10

Qa 1

L

75

D 12

F 12

Me 2

Silty

Ö2

D 13A

F 13

Am 2

Tt

ÖO

Summary
Due to limited water and soil resources in Egypt, the
question of the selection of soils for reclamation becomes acute.
Due consideration must be given to the economic as well as the
technical problems involved.
In the question of sands vs clays it is seen that it is
technically possible to irrigate both successfully. But, if it
is to be an enduring and economic type of agriculture then the
costs cannot be ignored. The clays may certainly have an
advantage over the sands in this respect.
More detailed surveys and studies should be made
before the final selection is made. Some areas of sands are
better suited than others.

0b
- 10 The degree of success of any irrigation project must
ultimately be measured in terms of the intensity of irrigation
v;ater management practices applied to the land. These practices
while perhaps not so dramatic as other phases are of the utmost
importance.
Any system, whether sprinkler or gravity, must first be
properly designed' and installed. Both systems have advantages
and disadvantages, VJhile sprinklers may seem, on the surface,
to have advantages on sandy soils it must be remembered that
they are no panacea. Gravity systems, properly operated, can be
very efficient.
The importance of properly designed, installed, and
operated systems cannot be over-emphasized. The irrigation
water manager must have a knowledge of the relationships between
soil, crops and water. He must have the system and the knowledge
which will enable him to apply water when it is needed and at
the time it is needed according to the needs of the crop and soil.

Cairo, April 1964.
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Some Aspects of Irrigation Practices on Problem Soils
by Guy 0, VJoodward

Regardless of soil type, fne of the first considerations
in irrigation system planning, is that of plant-soil-water relationship. Specifically, this means^ how much water does the crop
need, what are the leaching requirements, how much water will the
soil root zone reservoir hold, and how fast will the water enter
into and move through the soil and subsoil.
Problem soils will not change the daily rate of water use
by the plant, but it is an important part of the vrhole picture.
The value of the maximum daily water use must be known if an
adequate irrigation system is to be planned. The peak or maximum
daily use rate in Egypt has been studied and determinations made
for various crops. For the purpose of this paper ranges from
4 mm through 7 mm per day will be used. Five ram per day will be
maximum for a number of crops in several areas, hence examples
of this rate will be used.
The amount of water that is needed for leaching of_salts,
in excess of the plant requirement must also be known. Scientist:
at the U.S. Salinity Laboratory have prepared a table showing
the leaching requirement for various conditions. It is shown in
table 1.
Table 1;

Leaching requirements as related to the electrical
conductivities of the irrigation and drainage waters.

Electrical conductivity
of the irrigation water»
micromhoc/cm

Leaching requirement for the indica- |
ted maximum values of the conductivity;
of the drainage water at the bottom ]
of the root zone,
[
4 mmhos Ö mmhos ; 12 mmhos 16 mmhos ;
/cm - % /cm - fo /cm - %
/cm - % !

100
250
750
2250
5000

2o5
6.2
1Ö.Ö
56c2

1

1.2
3a
9.4
2Ö„1
62o5

0.Ö

2a
6c2

0.6

1.6 I
4.7 \
14a
31.2

4lo7

i

;

- 2 -

The percentage shown in the table should be added to the
gross amount needed for plant use to make up the total application
of irrigation water.
The next step in the plant-soil-water relationship plan
is determining the amount of water the soil root zone reservoir
will hold, Houghton(1) shows a grouping of soils by water retention as shown in Fig, 1.
Figure 1
mm/dm
Sandy soils

Coarse text, S

2-3

LS

3-§
6-Ö

Med,,coarse text. SL,FSL
Loamy soils

Clayey soils

Med. text. VFSL, L,
Sil, Si
Mod, fine text. CL, SCL
SiCL
Fine text, SC, SiC, C

Ö-13
13-19
13-15

It can be readily seen that a coarse textured sand having
a water holding capacity of 2 mm/dm, even v/ith a root zone of
5 dm could only hold enough water to last 2 days. But it should
be remembered that irrigation water should be applied before all
the water is gone from the soil. It is recommended that irrigation
be started when 30% to 50% of the available moisture is still
remaining. This would require a one day frequency in the above
mentioned condition. Another problem occurs, further limiting
irrigation of sandy soils, that of defined lens, A clay or silt
layer of topsoil, over a sand lens will limit penetration and root
development in such an area. Either the frequency of application
will be limited by the water holding capacity of the top layer,
or else the layer of fines must be incorporated (mixed) vrith
the sand to some greater depth. A number of such soils v/ere noted
and evidence of soil and crop indicated lighter, more frequent
water applications should be made.
Bringing the previously mentioned points together for
an irrigation application, it would take on a more realistic
proportion. A water use rate of 5 mm per day would require
1 mm per day if applied by the sprinkler method and 10 mm per
day from surface applications. Again, considering that at
least 30^ of the available water should still be in the root
zone reservoir when the next application is made, then the
root zone reservoir must hold at least 7 mm to be sufficient
for only one day. Coarse sand holding only 2 mm/dm would
need a root zone depth of 3 I dm, vjith no sand lens, Two day
frequency would require 7 dm, a deptn greater than the roots
of many plants will attain, even at or near maturity.

0C
- 3 Young seedlings can suffer beyond recovery from longer
intervals.
Assuming further, that the sand would hold 3 mmy?dm.
two and one-third dm of soil-root zone depth would be
needed for 1 day frequency of application. Zome of tho lens
areas could not meet this requirement. For 2 a day frequency,
abDut 5 dm of soil would be needed. Even this would exceed
many of the rooting depths noted in the field. Three day
frequency, would of course require a root zone depth of 7 dm,
beyond the limit of some grains, and certain other conditions
noted. (See Fig. 2 for more detail).
Soils in the greater water holding capacity will not
be discussed here, except for the soils of very low intake rate
and, as before mentioned, saline problems. Internal drainage
and removal of excess surface irrigation water must be provided,
This will be discussed in separate papers by other writers.
Summarizing this brief article, it should be noted
that the following problems are real and serious :
1. Soils with water holding capacity of 2 & 3 mm/dm
2. Soils with water holding capacity of k mm/dm will
require deep root zone and no sand lens
3. Some soils with 5 mm/dm of water holding capacity
may not store enough water for very long intervals
4. Where it is decided to irrigate these problem soils
a strict irrigation plan must be adhered to,
together with other recommended agronomic and
management practices,.

(1) Houghton, C, W,

Notes on Proposed Irrigation Schemes
in Connection with UNSF-FAO High Dam
Soil Survey Project, 1964
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Sprinkler Irrigation in Relation to Soil Conditions
in the Project Area.
by Guy 0. Woodward

Sprinkling irrigation is a method of water application
whereby water can be evenly distributed over the design area in
large or small amounts at the desired frequency, one or more
times per day to one application in a given number of days.
There are few problems of water application that cannot
be overcome by sprinkling. Certain situations do arise that
make the economics of sprinkler irrigation, or surface either,
seem unjustifiable. One of the situations appears to be the
coarse sands of low water holding capacity. Another is the sands,
coarse, madium and fine, beneath a tcpsoil layer of silt or clay.
These conditions make water infiltration into the lens area difficult, and root penetration into these areas restricted.
Sprinkler irrigation can fit nearly all soil and crop
conditions. The system must be fit to the requirements of the
plants, soil, climate, wind, temperature, and humidity, if best
results are to be obtained. These items viill be discussed as
they affect design and operational procedures.
The plant-soil-water relationships as discussed in the
paper, "Some Aspects of Irrigation Practices on Problem Soils,"
must be determined in order to plan how much and how often should
the water be applied. The daily water requirement of the crops
tell us hovj much, limited by the root zone reservoir of the soil
that tell us how often. For examplej a water use rate of 5 mm
per day would require a net amount of 50 mm of water needed to
last 10 days between applications. Remember, some vrat e r must be
left in the soil before the next application or the'~crop will
wilt, it has to be determined that 30'/o to $0^ of the total root
zone capacity should be still remaining when it is time for the
next application. This means, then, that if there is to be a
10 day irrigation interval that at least 70 mm of vrater must be
stored in the root zone.
Certain losses occur in sprinkler application, these
losses are the result of temperature, humidity, vdnd \>5locity,
nozzle size and pressure. For Egypt, 70/^ efficiency vrould be
about the right figure,
A requirement of 50 mm at 70/S efficiency would demand
71 mm to be added.. Seventy-one mm to the design area would then
be calculated in terms of the number of hours needed for the

" 2 "
given amount of water, thct is. the hours per day or operation, th
number of sets per day and the frequency of application are all
factors in determining, the rate of application (unless the intak:^^
rate of the soil is a limiting factor) the amount of equipment
needed.
As an example of the amount of equipment needed, reference
is made to the sprinkler t'.ystem at Tahrir> The system is now
applying 1+0 mm of water in 5 hours (Ö mm per hour) every 5 days„
The sandy soil cannot at the present time hold 40 mm of water in
the root zone. It vrould be more apt to hold 25 mm, which could
be applied in 3 hours, and at '/Ofo efficiency wouJ-d last no longer
than three days o The present operation consists of 3 moves each
day for five days of 15 movesr The new schedule would amount to
4 moves each day for 3 days or 12 moves^ or 4/5 of the area
anticipated, Tvjenty per cent of the area would not be irrigated
or more equipment would need to 'oe added to irrigate the same
acreage-. Five moves per day would also do it; biit with time
required for moving and 15 hours operating time, it is questionable if the right moves would be done.
Some other factors may be mentioned regarding sprinkler
design and operation. Sprinkler lines (l-.terals) should not be
parallel to or at right angles to the prevailing wind direction.
Proper nozzle size - spacing and pressure relationship should be
maintained» Risers should be kept perpendicular and debris should
be kept out of the lateral linCr
There are some general items that should always be considered before any irrigation system is decided upon. Figure Ij
lists these items» The profit making ability of an irrigation
system is a sound basis for selectionc
As an added item to sprinkler irrigation in the project
area table 1, is shown- It lists annual cost per Feddan to
irrigate by sprinkling, based on frequencies of application from
1 to 11 days o
Thus it can be seen that- even tr.ough it may be physically
possible to irrigate every day oi" two, the cost per Feddan on the
questionable, less productive scil: in the highest.-.

March 17, 1964^

li)f

FIGURE 1
Items to consider for overhead sprinkler and surface
irrigation methods.

Item

1. Interest

2, Depreciation

Overhead sprinklers

Surface methods
Same as sprinklers.
Investment in land
leveling, distribution j
system & structures, \
Same as sprinklers.
;
Special farm equipment i
need for irrigation
;
purposes.
\

a) All original costs of
obtaining and developing water.
b) Total investment on
sprinkler system.
c) Land in ditches not
available for cropping.

On al"^- structures.
On spv,;;ial equipment»

On all equipment,
both portable and
stationary.
a) Power for obtaining
water and for operating sprinkler system.

Power for pumping if
source of supply is
not at highest point
on farm.
Power for land preparation equipment.

a) Annual cost of water
a
from source including
operation and maintenance on water supply,

Annual cost of water
from source.

a) Moving sprinkler laterals, pump and screen
cleaning and valve
regulation.
b) Moving to harvest
crops.
c) Service on power units.

Furrowing out crop,
making borders, etc.
Adjusting and controlling water, including
installation of
siphons, spiles, gated
pipe, head gates.
Same as sprinklers.

6. Maintenance

a) Maintenance on
sprinkler systems,

Maintenance of conveyance and control
structures, land
floating, irrigation
ditches and equipment

17. Drainage

a) Drainage system to
remove excess irrigation waterc

3. Power

4. Water Costs

5. Labor

a) Drainage system to
remove excess rainfall
& deep percolation
from irrigation.

ÏHÏffi

TABJ^ 1
Annual cost per Feddan for sprinkler irrigation
with frequency of application from 1 to 11 days.

Frequency of 1 Annual
applic. days fixed costs

Annual operating costs
(Fuel, repairs & maintenance )

Total^

1

25.00

10.00

43.00 1

2

19o00

17-00

36.00

3

17.00

17.00

34.00

k

15.00

16.00

31.00

5.

13.00

15^50

20,50

6

12.00

15.00

27-00

7

11.00

U-50

25.50

Ö

10 o 00

14 o 00

24.00

9

9.75

13 o 50

23^25

10

9.50

13-00

22.50

1 ^^

9,25

13.00

22.25

"Does not include labor.
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A Comparison between Flood Irrigation and Sprinkling
Irrigation in South Tahrir Area
by A, Zein el Abedine
This brief report is summarized from compiled data
obtained from several researches and investigations carried
out by the members of the staff of the Soils Department,
Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo University, Giza, U.A.R.
The comparison vdll deal only vdth the following
points :
1. The rate of soil development under the two systems
of irrigation.
2. Estimation of time needed for soils to reach their
full production under the two systems»
3. Estimation of tentative full production of some crops
under the present routine management.
The results included are obtained from biological,
physical, and chemical analyses of 1? representative soil
profiles in South Tahreer, 5 of them under sprinkling
irrigation and 12 under flooding irrigation. The time of
land use ranges between 0 and 5 years.
I,

Development of Soil

The development of these sandy soils when irrigated
includes: (a) the changes of texture as a result of the additio^n
of Nile mud in irrigation water; (b) the accumulation of
organic matter in the profile; (Q) the leaching of salts;
(d) the changes of moisture equivalent; and (e) the
development of the micro-biological status. ,
a. Under the flooding system the average yearly
amounts of silt and clay added in irrigation water alone range
between 6.7 and 0,40 ton per feddan, depending upon the
distance bstween the site of soil and the main Tahreer Canal.
The greater the distance is the less the addition becomes.,
due to the slowing down of water currents in conveyence
canals and consequently the subsidence of suspended matter,
table 1.

- 2 Table 1.
Annual addition of silt and clay in irrigation water
under flooding system in relation to distance from
main canal.
Distance Km.

Addition ton/Feddan

0,12
0.20
0,50
1.10
1-.30
lo50
1.70
2.00
2.Ö0
2.Ö0
3.60

6o49
6,70
6«45
5-95
4»4Ö
2.65
2„93
0.63
0,70
0,42
0.96

No data concerning the addition of mud under sprinkling
irrigation could be obtained because the operating systems
used under-ground water
b. The results show definitely that the accummulation
of organic matter under sprinkling is 150^ of that under
flooding system, table 2. This can be attributed to the
excess of moisture under the latter which encourages its
decomposition.
Table 2,
Rate of increase of organic matter percent in soils
under the two systems.

Layer
cm

Years under sprinkling
0

0-15
0,05
15 - 35
0,05
Total 0.)
Matter )
in top ) 1.23
35 cm
)
ton/feddan)

Years under flooding

2

3

4

5

0.24
0.10

0,17
Oo05

0,16
0.04

0,15
0.05

0,17
0.04

3.64

2,13

1.90

1,90

1.96

3.5

3c5

O.lS
0.12
3.43

t^

^

mm

C. Both systems have almost the same efficiency
in Itjaching salts from the soil as shown in table 3.
The only difference between the two systems is the removal
of salts from the subsoil more efficiently under the
flooding one.
Table 3.

Salt contents under the tvro systems.
m.e/100 gr.

Layer
cm
0-15
15 - 35

Years under sprinkling

Years under flooding

0

2.5

3.5

2

3

4

5

1.44
1.44

0.54
1.47

0.21
0.31

0.04
0,57

0.25
0.2Ö

0.21
0,17

0.20
0.20

d» Moisture equivalent can be used as a substitute
to the field capacity except in sandy soils, where it gives
lower values, and differences as great as 2% are frequent.
However, it is very useful for comparison in the present
case. Table 4 gives the amounts of v;ater in cubic metres
held by top 35 layers per feddan under the two systems,
calculated from the moisture equivalent.
Table 4
Water held in top 35 cm layer under the two systems
m3/feddan
Years under sprinkling
0

2.5

3^5

154

I5Ö

210

Years under flooding
2
127

143

3

4
I5Ö

5
163

It is interesting to note that the soils under sprinkle
retain appreciably greater amounts of water than those under
flooding. This is due to tvro factors: 1. The operation of
levelling land for flooding irrigation turns under the natural
top soil which normally have more physically weathered
particles, and 2. This operation disturbs the natural close
packing sj^stem of the particles and consequently reducing the
points of contact betvreen them- resulting in a reduction of
their original retention power.

- 4e. Although the biological activities in the virgin soil
are severely depressed by the dryness of the soil, yet these soils
contain all the main kinds of bacteria common ^o natural soils
but in rather small numbers. When these soils are put under irrigation they soon attain levels of bacterial counts very near to
the normal soils of the Nile valley o There is no significant
differences between the two systems of irrigation in this respect,
as shown in table 5»
Table 5.
Bacterial counts in soils under the two systems, and
the percentage of soil organic compounds.

Bacterial count million/gr.
Soils

Virgin
Sprinkling
Flooding
Sprinkling
Flooding

Organic Organic Soluble
Total Ammoni- Azoto Nitrifi- Carbon Nitrogen Nitroge.i
fication bacter cation
0,05
12.10
7o00
7oÖ0
7.90

0.20
0,25
4o90
lc25
1»60

O0OOO6 0.0002
0„0600 0,1000
0^0600 0.0900
O.OÖ5O 0,0125
0,0500 0.0500

0-.045
0,193
0.115
0.153
0.090

0.015
0.049
O0O43
0.044
0,022

0,0005
0.0010
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020

II, Time of full productionc
According to the previously discussed soil analyses, and
with the help of field notes on the rate growth and production
of several crops and citrus trees grown under the two systems, the
following conclusions may be reached:
a. Although the soils under flooding start in their first
year with poor growth and low production of crops, yet the rate of
their improvement becomes high in the second and third years. It
is safe to state that, under the present routine management, they
approach their full production in their 5'th year.
b. The soils under sprinkling start with markedly higher
production than those under flooding in the first year, and
consequently in their 4th year they produce crops equal, if not
better than, those produced by the soils under flooding in their
5th year.
III. Estimation of full production of some field crops.
The available data concerning this point indicate that
fairly good yields are obtained 4 and 5 years after reclamation

- 5from the soils under sprinkling and flooding systems respectively.
Although the curves of increase vs time of land use have not
flattened for some crops, showing possibilities of more increase,
yet the figures given in table 6 can be used as indicative to the
full production of some crops from these soils under the present
routine of management. The possibility is there that an increase
of 40-50^ of the stated figures can be achieved in barley, brown
beans, winter onions and peanuts.
Table-6.
Production of some field crops grown under the two
systems Kg/Feddan
Years under sprinkling

Years under flooding

Crop
4

4
Barley

720 960 1200 1320

Brown beans

300 450 600 750

360 600
-

720 960 1200

150 300 450 600
- ^3150>3600 4050

Winter onions 2700 3150 3600 405O
-

375

600

750

900

Peanuts

375

600 750 900

Sesami

-

iSO 24O 360

240 360 360

560

Ö40 1120 1260

9ÖO 1120 1120

Maize
Alfa Alfa
cuttings/year
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Drainage and l a n d improvement i n t h e P r o j e c t
"by P . M , v a n d o r

1.

Area

Sluis

Introduction.

High watertables and salinity are a well knov\na phenomen .
in the Nile delta.
Therefore, the need for drainage v^ras recognized "by the
UAR Government for many years already £ind construction of
drainage systems started as early as in the 1930-1940 decennium.
Main drains were open ditches and collector and field
drains v/ere constructed of concrete pipes and tiles. Uniform
spacing for field drains of 60 m were adopted until such time
that research and investigations justified a deviation from
this 60 m S'Dacing.
'•o '
In 1961 a UARAJNSP/FAO tile drainage project v/as started
aiming at assisting UAR Government in selecting and developing
new ideas and procedures for designing and constructing field
drains.
Some of the major findings of this project are the
follov/ing:
-

All delta clay soils are very heavy clay soils.
Mechanical analysis showed 60-70% clay particles
less than 2 /a in size.

-

Permeahilities or hydraulic conductivity is very
low and mainly under 0,10 m/24 hrs. Variations in
permeahility are such that in most areas no uniform
drain spacings can he applied.

-

There is a natural drainage existing in most of the
delta area tov/ards the sa:id and gravel layers underlying the clay cover,

-

This natural drainage ce.pacity decreases towards
the Mediterranean and close to the latter even
may have converted into seepage.

-

As a consequence the design drainage discharge is
increasing tov/ards tho North,

-

After construction of the field drains salinity decreased rapidly and v/ithin one yeir re acne d a harmless
level.

-

No signs of any significance of alkalinity were
encountered in the Southern part of the delta.
Tovifards the sea this situation may change,

-

Mechanical construction of field drains seems very
promising and Egyptian personnel engaged on this
aspect are doing excellent vrork, second to none.

>- This mechanical construction has, beside being

somewhat cheaper than ra.anual labour» the b i g advantage
of causing l e s s damage to the farmers, both i n area
and i n t i m e ,
2 , A n t i c i p a t e d _draine.ge_j)r_oblems i n the Frcj ie_ct Are a.
a)

Sand s o i l s .

Pollov/ing the division between sand and clay soils, it
is anticipated that the sand soil v/ill not cause axij serious
drainage problems. Even if salinity occurs, or is to occur
in the future, installe.tion of a simple extension drainage
system ?/ill be a sufficient remedy.
It is very unlikely -ühat any alkalinity problems will
develop on jhese sand soils.

The clay soils in the Northern part of the Salhia
project may cause rather serious drainage problems. A distinction can be made betv/een at least taree dii.'' erent aspects vizs
~
-

salinity problems,
alkalinity problems.
problems connected with the reclanation of non-ripened
clay soils in swamps and- marshes.

These aspecbs me.y either act as a single factor or
as a combination, and the latter is the most likely situation.
Generally speaking, erring of salinity is rather simple
as long as salinisation has not gone too far. Curing of alkalinity is much m-ore difficult =
Although the irrigabion water is of good quality, it is
thought very likely that o-' certain area,^ or certain spots
gyps-ujn dressings will be re',j.iired in ord.r to correct the illeffect of les-ching.

- 3It might even happen that certain areas are beyong
reclamation»
If not yet undertcikien, it is strongly recommended to
investigate the areas to bo reclaimed on these aspects. This
will involve soizeable amounts of field work as v?ell as
laboratory v/ork. This work should give an aiisv/er to among
others the follov/ing questions,
~
-

occurrence of alkalinity.
degree of alkalinity,
Are gypsum dressings required and to what quantities?

~

?/hat is the right reclamation procedure, both in
time and quantities of v/ater?
I'/hat ai'e to be reclaincition crops or cropping patterns?

-

Some of these questions might be difficult to answer
and it might well be that triaJ. fields have to be run in order
to arrive at a proper assessment of the situation.
Besides these studJ-js, pre-drainage investigations
will be required in order to determine depth and spacings of
field drains. It might well be that fruitful use can be made
of studies and e::periences so far gained with the above men~
tioned UARA^NSi' Tile Drainage Project. This information is
available in the Ministry of Public Works.
c) ïioii_ïliEe--ied clay_soils iii_swamgs__and_marshes.
Although not being familiar with the Project Area, it
is thought not at all unlikely that this phenoma may occur in
the Northern 'pvü:t of the Salhia Project and on other projects
with clay soils along the Mediterranean Coast. 'This phenomena
is caused boca.use these clay soils are formec under water.
Translated into drainage language, this means that the
internal drainage of these soils is zei'o. Roclamation of these
soils requires special attention. The first thing one wants to
do is to got rid of the excess water and yet when normal tile
drains were to be constructed in the very beginning, these
vrould not discharge any water due to lack of internal drainage,
Drainage of these soils has to be developed most probably over
a number of years. Initially sriall ditches at narrov/ spacings
should be constructed and thesj should be enlarged and
deepened as the ripening of the clay proceeds. Finally v^hen
the profile is ripened to the level of tile drains to be constructed, tiles can be installed.

„ 4 ~
There is one other phenomena connected with this
ripening of clay, and that is subsidence. Deijending on the
thickness of the clay layer and on characteristics of the clay
itself, this may v\rell reach one meter or more. Of course this
is a factor which should receive proper attention as this
subsidence will undoubtedly influence irrigation and drainage
designs,
i'7ith proper studies a forecast as to the extent of
subsidence can be made.
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Some technical and economical considerations in
making Nev/ Lands.
by P.M. van der Sly.is

Introduction»
This paper v/ill be restricted to the making of new
land on sand soils, as it is thought that the need for improvement of these soils is most urgent.
If the purpose of this paper could be realized, even
\7hen only applied to a small percentage of the available lands
within the project area, these nev/ man-made lands could contribute substantially to the raising of the standard of living of
the Egyption farmers.
Although the term "Making HQM lands" sounds revolutionary, as a matter of fact it is a well knovm phenomena in
SsyP"tj because 'without too much exaggeration it can be stated
that all the Nile delta's land have been man-made, be it that
it has taken centuries to do so.
Why making nev/ lands.
Given the situation as it is nov/ in Egypt, it is
evident that more land has to be tolcen into cultivation and,
unfortunately enough, the good quality clay soils are becoming
a rare conmiodity. Consequently cropping of sand soils has to
be given very serious consideration. One of the main drawbacks of cultivating s<'3nd soil is its limited v/ater holding
capacity, v/hich requires an abnormal frequent application of
irrigation v/ater. If this water holding capacity could be
increased, this v/ould make cropping of these sana soils much
more attractive.
If this paper is tried to develop a fev/ thoughts
tov/ards this idea, v/hereby it ie the opinion of the writer
that if a selection has to be m&de bet\/een the follov/ing tv;o
alternatives s
1.

limited initial capital investment, but high
annual costs, or

2,

high i n i t i a l c a p i t a l investment v/ith reasonable
annual c o s t , v/hereby the i n v e s t e d c a p i t a l has to
be w r i t t e n off, p a r t l y or v/holly, i i i n e d i a t e l y .

M
The second alte;?native is to be preferred hecause this
is due to create more prosperous farmers, which in its turn
will influence favourably the nation's economy. The v/riter
has purposely tried to develop new thoughts, although it is
inmiediately acknowledged, these ideas may not seem realistic.
How to make new _lands.
There are in principle three v^ays of increasing the
virater holding capacity of a sand soil, viz.
1.
2,
3«

adding artificial man-made humus.
increasing organic matter content,
increasing clay content.

Briefly discussing and comparing these possihilities
gives the following picture;
1.
Addition of artificial man-m.ade humiis (for instance
Krilium) is still in the laboratory stage and is by far too
expensive for large scale application. However, it might be
v/orthwhile to intensify research of this aspect, because if
practicel results could be achieved, the prospects are
enormous.
2,
Increase of organic matter content has always been a
difficult procedure, although hopeful results have apparently
been obtained in the Talirir Province.
For this increase use could be made of composted
tovra. refuse, stable yard manure, crop residues and gi-een
manure crops, v/hatever solution is finally adopted, it is
highly reconimonded to use the above four elements to its
maximum extent possible, v/hereby composted tovm refuse is a
source of organic matter which in many instances is not fulxy
exploited or even completely neglected.
Increasing the organic matter content is comparatively
cheap as far as capital investmon'C is concerned. It is however
a time consuming procedure and under the climatic conditions oV
the UAR not to last very long if not properly taken care off.
Because it v/ill take a long time before the soils have dev:)loped a satisfactory v/ater holding capacity, it seems worth'while to explore other possibilities,
3»
Increase in clay content. In order to be a.ble to
speculate on this subject, quite a number of assumptions had to
be made v/hich need to be checked aiid/or studied. At present
it is estimated that the ^ater holding capacity of the sand
soils is in the order of 2 mm per 10 cm soil. A root zone
of 60 cm v/ill then yield 12 mia v/ater, v/hich is considered

- 3insufficient for irrigated agriculture. If we could restrict
irrigation to Ix per 8 days, a big gain would have been made.
Taking the daily consumption on 5 mm this could imply that
40 mm must be stored in the upper 50 cm of the soil. Taking
into account efficiencies and losses this would require a
field delivery of approximately 70-80 mm v/hich is in the
accepted order of magnitude for gravity irrigation.
Although lacking any laboratory test to check, it is
estimated that a profile of 60 cm depth with 20% clay particles
smaller than 2 u (ajjprx. a m_eui-made sandy loam) could store
this required quantity of w^rater, 'vvhereby some allowance is
made foi" a non-homogeneous profile.
This would imply that approximately a layer of 0.20 m,
of Nile delta clay soil ViTould have to be mixed v/ith 0.40 m
pure sand soil. This is equivalent to 800 m-^ delta clay per
feddan sand soil. It goes v/ithoVLt saying that rather v/ild
speculations have bijun mad^. here, but it seems quite possible
to check and correct thesu figures in laboratory t>^-sts by
mixing varying quantities of clay and ssind homogeneously and
determining the v/ater holding capacities of these mixtur^^s
afterwards.
It could well be possible that laboratory results will
indicate that the clay layer of 0.20 m can be decreased, v^hich
would of course be very welcome.
Where to get the required clay.
In principle there are two v/ays of obtaining the
required clay viz, for the sandy southern part of the Salhia
Project clay could be obtained from the northern part, either
from the dry part or from, the part still under water. If
conditions are not too unifavourable it might be possible to use
suction dredgers with extended delivery pipe lino-s which could
deliver the clay in huge clay deposits on the sand soils.
From there it could be toJsen, either by lorry or by narrow
gauge railway to be d-istributv^d over the lands.
For the Nile valley and TaJirir Province this system
cannot be applied unless the suction dredger was dismantled
and reassembled again on the spot in a man-made small lalcu ,
Addition of 'water in large ^-nough quantities could thus molce
the system v/ork. However, this would go at the expense of
lands presently already cultivated. Here another solution
might be to use lorries or modern earth moving equipment or
narrov/ gauge railway.
It is assumed that abundant quantities of clay are
available all along the Nilo valley. May be not in area, but
in any case in depth-

M
_ Z|. >

It is therefore suggested to select a sand soil that is
closest to already cultivated clay soils, and to excavate from
the latter a layer of clay of may be 2 to 3 meter deep, depending on the circumstances.
This of co"urse v/ill upset the present irrigation and
drainage systems, but not very seriously, because for large
areas it will be rather simple to redesign both systems, v/hereby may be for drainage a pumping station v\rill have to be introduced.
Summarizing, there seems to be an abundance of clay
material rather close at hand.
One additional source of clay material might be
mentioned here.
For centuries the Nile river has carried silt tov/ards
the sea and if this situation were to continue this would have
been the ideal source for making nev/ soils, either through
gravity diversion or through sprinkling.
Unfortunately, due to the construction of the High Dajn,
this source is due to disappear and all the silt will sediment
in Lake Nasser,
Can it be considered to activate this sedimented silt
again and use the Nile river as a conveyor to such places
v/here it could, be picked up again for sprinkling??
i/i/hat shoul d be_ _the re commende d proce dure .
If this building of new land could be realised, the
following working method is suggested:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

selection of sand area,
selection of barrov«f area for clay material,
selection of transportation method.
levelling of sond areas to be reclaimed.
application of 0,20 m layer of clay.
plo'wing, most probably in two passes up to
0.60 m depth,
two times subsoiling with special designed
subsoilers to obtain the best possible mixture.
This subsoiling should be done in two directions
perpendicular to each other,
final trimming and construction of irrigation
and drainage systems (if any).

JyC^

- 5yJhat are the costs involved.
If the method of hydraulic fill can "be used it is
estimated that it v/ill cost in the order of P.T.70 per TS? for
delivery in the spoil deposits up to a distance of 5-10 Km..
It is estimated that another PoTe20 v/ill be required for
spreading it over the land.
If only narrov7 gauge railv/ay, modern earth moving
equipment, or lori*ies are to be used it might cost L,E.l.per m-^for a hauling distance of IO-15 Km. In order to arrive
at a first approximation, the follovïing estimate can now be
prepared.
L_.E_./E_e_ddjji

1.
2.
3.
4-.
5.

pre-levelling of sand areas
clay cover 800 m^
@ L.E.I.plovving in two passes
subsoiling tvro times
final trimming

15.800.25.10.-

5.855.-

Total L.E. 855°- per Feddan
It goes v;ithout saying that this estimate can hardly
carry that name and the writer is sure that there are m.any
agencies in the UAR that can do a much better job. Especially
for all dredging vrork it is highly recommended to malce use of
the services of the Suez Canal Company, who no doubt can give
a much more reliable estimate.
If so desired some of these methods as described above
might lend itself to extensive use of msjinual labour in one
form or another.
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The economie approach to the development of New Lands
in the UAR.
by Leland G, Allbaugh^
FAO Economic Consultant
Any large scale development of new lands for agriculture
such as that planned by the UAR is of sufficient significance to
cause the economist to take a broad view of its possible effect
upon the social advance and economic growth of the whole nation.
In this connection, Mr, Paul G. Hoffman, Managing Director of the
United Nations Special Fund has stated that "the most important
determinant of economic grol/^.^th and social advance are the right
physcological attitude and political approaches," For guidelines
of what the "right" attitudes and approaches should be, he made
three suggestions:
1.

"That rich and poor alike must face squarely the stark
reality of their common fate and promptly adjust their
actions accordingly...

2.

That assistance from one nation to another must not be
considered an act of charity. Development assistance
is an investment in a more peaceful and more prosperous
world, an act of partnership between nations in their
common interest...

3.

That the best way to avoid the intrusion of defeating
factors in aid programs is to channel an increasing
amount and proportion of aid through the United Nations..."

In his paper in the Canadian Journal of Agricultural
Economics, Volume X, No.2, "Economic Development and FAO,"
Dr. Rainier Schickele has pointed out the important and complex,
role of agriculture in the process of economic development. He
states: "In the underdeveloped regions, it (agriculture) must
accomplish a number of things: (1) increase food production,
especially of protective foods, to reduce hunger and malnutrition;
(2) increase export crops to provide foreign exchange; (3) improve labor efficiency to release workers for industry, services
and trade, and feed a rapidly growing urban population; (4) contribute to investment funds for capital formation within and
without the agricultural sector; (5) adjust land use patterns and

The author is especially indebted to Dr» Schickele for ideas
expressed in this article and in his Chapter 6 of"Land Economics Research," by Ackerman, Clawson and Harris.

levels of labor and capital intensity to utilize the physical productive capaciuy of land and water resources as fully as economic
conditions permit; and (6) last but no-c least, raise its purchasing power for producer and consumer goods to create markets for
industrial goods« A wide dispersion of purchasing power over the
population, and especially the lower income groups, is a key
requirement for fostering economic development.''
And, the larger the agricultural sector of the country is,
the more important is its role in the general economic development..
With about three-fifths of the population engaged in agriculture
and producing 30 per cent nf the gross domestic production and
%2 per cent of the exports plus an additional 1Ö per cent of items
exported made from farm crop products, the role of agriculture in
UAR economic development is extremely important. And the contemplated addition of lo2 million feddans to the present 6.0 million
feddans of cultivated land can have important repercussions on the
present agricultural sector as well as the general economy. The
need for careful planning in the selection (priorities), preparation and development of these new lands is self-evident. But
equally important is the selection, training and institutional aids
provided the farm families to be located on these new lands.
Basic bo any economic approach to the development of new
lands for agriculture is the physica3~approach made by the soil
scientist and engineer, A basic knowledge of the soils, climate,
groundwater levels and topography is essential before the agronomist, irrigation engineer and economise can begin to estimate
production, costs and net returns for new lands. Acquaintance
with similar soils, climate, etc., and results elsewhere are also
helpful.
But in addition to the basic physical approach, the economist must also recognize another segmeno of the problem if his
analysis is to be helpful» This segment. 1 have chosen to call
the "national socio-economic governmental" approach» In this
approach social and indirect benefits, and costs, are considered
as well as the direct benefits and costs which can be measured
more quantitatively» This approach involves the legislative and
executive government administrators.. Unfortunately in some cases
their decisions are made prior -GO or without regard to the analyses b^ the physical scientisb or the economist of the problem^to
be solved.
In the economic approach to the development of new lands
in the UAR, there are two distinct aspects. First, there is the
national econom/ic approach which involves government ministries,
engineers, agronomists and economists who can develop estimated
cost-benefit ratios for separate projects and suggest economic
priorities based on direct benefits, -Second, there^^^is the individual farm fam.ily economic approach which involves individual
farmer, with the assistance of the agricultural economist, agricultural engineer, agronomist or extension worker, in determining
the net returns to his resourceso

- 3Because of the details involved in each of these approaches, an outline of the major items to be considered in analyzing
each approach is presented below. Undoubtedly there are omissions that should be added; this is merely suggestive of an
approach.
I,

Physical Approach - by the soil scientist and engineer,
A, Soils.
1. Soil types - Formation:
Content:

Alluvial, terrace, etc.
Clay; loam, silt, shale, sand,
gravel, boulder, sandstone,
limestone, granite, etc.

2. Soil characteristics - Topsoil and subsoils (root zone
and horizons)-, Texture, waterholding capacity, permeability, capillary action,
drainage, salinityj alkalinity, mineral
content, humus, etc.
3. Soil capacity - Ability to absorb inputs of water,
fertilizer, laJöör] etc.
4. Soil efficiency - Ability to produce outputs by kinds
of crops and expected yields.
B, Groundwater levels.
C, Topography - Level, undulating, hilly, mountainous, etc.
D, Climate - Winds, termperature . evaporation, transpiration,
rainfall, dews, etc.
The soil maps developed in this UNSF-FAO-UAR project are
a result of this approach. They are basic and an invaluable aid
to each of the approaches which follow» They will be useful to
the physical scientists in research^ teaching,extension and
administration. They will also be helpful to government administrators and planners, especially in determining relative priorities for projects for reclamation and development» And in any
case they will assist in pointing out the major soil problems
in the various areas.
With this background information, the economic approach
may be made - both on the national basis and the individual farm
basis.
II.

Economic Approach •- hj Government and by individual farm
familieSr

- 4A, National economic- Cost/benefit ratio emphasizing direct
benefits,
1. Need for land development - Population-land ratio,
population trend, future food needs,
basis for industrial expansion (food
and raw materials), foreign exchange
needs, new water resources and alternative uses of resources in vertical
expansion and horizontal expansion of
agricultural production, etc. (one of
the early and major national decisions
is the relative returns and the quickness of returns from funds invested in
vertical expansion versus horizontal
expansion).
2, Selection of project areas for development (Basis for assigning priorities)
a. Average annual gross value of production per project
and per feddan.
1. Productivity of soil areas - kinds of crops and
expected yields.
2. Size of areas - economy size.
3. Possibility of man-made lands and costs.
4. Market needs - local, national, export, foreign
exchange, import offset.
5. Market location - distance and transportation
facilities and costs.
6. Individual crop acreages - selection resulting
from crop specialization and crop rotations,
7. Price outlook - short run and long run.
Ö. Estimated average annual gross value of products
(Crop acreages, times crop yields times prices Project total; also compute on per feddan basis
for comparative purposes).
9, Share of average annual gross value of products
(project and per feddan),
(a) Available to Government as land tax and/or
as water tax.
boH\

(b) Available to farm owner and farm tenant.

. -. 5 -

^'

b. Average annual project area costs (and por feddan).
1. Investment charges - annual amortization, interest
and depreciation charges.
(a) Dam.

(Share of total costs of Aswan Dam to be
charged for irrigation water storage and
control for both old and new lands, versus
power, flood control, navigation, industrial
uses, recreation, tourism, public water
systems).

(b) Land acquisition costs.
(c) Irrigation system (surface or sprinkler) - Main canals, laterals and drainage ditches,
and pumping stations, based on lift, length
of flow and amount of water,
- Secondary canals, laterals, drainage ditches,
water control gates, land levelling, benching,
field size, etc.
- Sprinkler irrigation equipment applicable.
(d) Road construction, and project administration
facilities.
(e) Land leaching.
(f) Windbreaks.
2. Operating expenses - annual average for project and
per feddan.
(a) Pumping station power and operating costs.
(b) Repairs and maintenance of canals, drainage
ditches, roads, (sprinkler equipment),
(c) Project administration and operating costs
(including overhead).
Note:

Vfeter use charges from Dam might be included
here rather than above II.A.2.b.1(a).

,3. Total annual investment and operating costs for the
project (and per feddan) may be obtained by adding:
II,A.2.b.l
II.A,2.b.2

and

k* Net average annual return per project (or per feddan)
may be obtained by subtracting item (3) above from
the "Share of average annual gross value of products"
which are available to the Government through a
water tax or special land tax II.A.2oa.9(b) above.

oi/l
It should be poin"''ed out here that all costs involved in
relocating and resettling the Nubians from the Lake Nasser basin
should be included in the total cost of the Aswan Dam and thus
apportioned to all beneficiaries of the High Dam,
There are some who would hold that the amortization and
interest charges and the indirect costs might be assumed to be
more than offset by indirect and intangible benefits which are
quite substantial in such projects^ In such instances the primary
direct benefits would only need to be sufficient to meet operation
and maintenance costs (including cmortizr.tion for replacement where
necessary) but allowing for a farm income level sufficiently high
to cover acceptable living levels for the families. However,
this will depend upon the financial condition of the government
and its desire to make such projects self-liquidating in order to
use the funds for other future projec^ssc
Since land development noo only adds to the national gross
product but is so much dependent u.pon the individaa.l farm family
as to the amounL of Increase uhat wi], 1 take place on each feddan
which will make up the total; an economic study of the proposed
family farms is essential» And in such a study the relative
productivity of the land and its suitabilit3' as to intensily of
cultivation should be considered •• if aj.l settlers are to be
treated fairly^ Five feddans of s^md^- soils may or may not be
equivalent to five feddans of cl~,y soils or loam soils^ The
size of the units distributed will have long-lasting effects on
family incomeso
B, Individual farmer economJc - Net returns to the family for
the use of resources avail.able.
1, Resources availablea. Land ~ Amount and physical productivity; kind and
acreage of crops that can be groTrm and t^xpected
yields o
b. Labor - Family,'- and hired: am^ount and efficiency.
c. Capital - Seeds.. fertil.T'^ir:., ma oh in'ry and equipment, pcv:er (JUT" ïsomoxit, depreciation., repairs j
interest and amcr^tiaatio..! charges),
d. Management - Decision making as to: seed variety
selection and coso; amount, kind and cost of fertir-. ov'irvV-»
lizer; amounr., kind, ana cost <?t equioment ^Aharvest '
and market crop:?, amount, kind and cost of insect
and pest control; amcLvro,. kind and cost of land
(taxesj interest and amcv'rizatioU; or rent);
amount^ time and c":st or irrj •'•at.ion (water tax); etc-

, 72. Comparative costs and returns.
a. On present lands.

(Estimated averages for selected
cvo^% _ ijjtv- ft4A<\v^).

Sugar Cane
E s t i m a t e d y i e l d s p e r Fd.
P r i c e per u n i t t o farmer U-^.

Feldan'uEr" '"'"' "'"

40 MT.
^^30

^^^^°

Rice

'Crops-)"-

Wheat
1 MT.

Cotton

2.2 I4T.
ISJ>0

-250 Kgm >..

•J,Q.,OÖ

\\\J,^

^^^^

^^^''

^'^'^

7.95
4.9Ö
2.90
1.25
3.00,^
.56^-^
3.Ö0

3.32
3.44
2.Ö7
1.01
3.3Ö
.57

Cost estimated (1961) I.E.
Labor
Power
Other - Seeds
Manure
Cora. Fert.
Irrigation
Misc. Expenses

9.73
3.73
3.94

.97
12.22
7.22

.60

11.0Ö
3.59

.ÖÖ
' 1.33
3.90

.45

2.11
5.46

Total Operating Exp. L,.E. 3Ö.49
24.2Ö
Rent

21.02
Ö.Ö1

15.00
13.7Ö

2Ö.35
21.35

L,.E. 62.77

29. Ö3

2Ö.7Ö

49.70

Tenant-Farmer net value
^e-v Uddaw of crop-L.E. "^^^"b

^.11-

1'12

X^ó%

Total Costs

If sufficient to produce an acceptable living level - an
improvement over present living level or the definite possibility
of an improving living level in the future; this will suffice.
A similar table for all crops that mi ght be grovm on the
new lands with estimates of expected producti on, prices and costs
will provide valuable information in helping to determine the
crops that should be grown and the rotation t o be follovjed to
provide the individual farmer the highest net return. Care in
making conservative estimates of crop yields on nev/ lands
(especially in early years) and provisions fo r living expense
funds during the early development years are essential. Large
errors in these estimates will not only affec t the settler famili>'
but the whole project and future projects,
'he tendency to overestimate income and underestimate costs on re clamation projects
during the early years is world wide.
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h. On New Lands - (A similar table for all possible crops
that might be grown would assist in
their selection. It is assumed that the
price factor would be changed where
large acreages of special crops were to
be grown. £3uch am fruit and vegetables)
c. On Old Lands with new practices (If additional v/ater, more fertilizer,
new varieties, new methods of cultivation
insecticides are to be used on old or
presently farmed areas - this same procedure would help to indicate the relative priority of the practice, the
crop, and hox'^r much of funds should be
used on old lands versus new lands.
The importance of the families selected for relocation on
these new lands cannot be overemphasized,. Their skills, competence, and managerial ability - current and potential - are
extremely important to their individual success and to the success
of the whole project.
The third approach to land development for agriculture is
probably the one most commonl3'" used and the one which can seldom
be measured quantitatively o In many cases, the legislation for
land development is enacted before the necessary facts and
analyses are made available. This may result from a lack of foresight by the physical scientists and economists or from a failure
to recognize the developing social problems and providing assistance in their solution until their seriousness makes haste a
necessity.
III.

National socio-economic Governmental approach (Legislative
and Administrative Bodies)^
1. Need for land development..
Social problems; rural-i:irban income imbalance, land
reform; relocation of families (Nubians, et al);
size of holdings (uniformity vs productivity); population explosion; public facilities (schools, public
health and welfai'e ) and community facilities; housing'
foreign exchange; governmental financing; etc,
2. Legislation required.
3. Administrative procedures and personnel required,
4. Social gains and losses to various segments of tlhe
population.
5. Net benefits to the nation.

Administrators in this third approach most often are
satisfied with quantitative measurements., such as production,
income, etc., which are expressed in terms of directional changes
more or less - and in relative order of magnitude rather than in
exact amounts. Experience has indicated that there are so many
unknowns and so many different combinations of resources that to
determine a single highest profit combination or net return for
a group of resources to be utilized over a period of years is
impossible. But relative approximations are useful-.
Especially in the field of social gains it is hard to
measure progress. Many individual goods are substitutable within
fairly wide limits and the populations are very heterogeneous in
their preference. The principal analysis and judgement to be
made in this approach is that all or a large majority of the
people are better off with either alternative and attempt to
select that which will be most favourable to all. And in this
connection "the choice will rarely, if ever, be determined by
the absolute size of the imputed values of the resulting national
products, but by the feasibility of the varioiis policy measures
and institutional arrangements necessary to mm^ about one or the
other pattern of resource allocation, each one distinctly superior
to the present,"
In summary, the development of new lands for agriculture
in UAR is a difficult and complex problem. The problem may be
approached in several ways - separately or in a coordinated
manner. The suggested coordinated approach of the physical scientists, economists, engineers, agronomists and administrators in
government would seem to develop the most feasible approach - one
which would reduce the number of errors and bring the greatest
social benefit to the nation. But each link in this approach
requires competent personnel, able and willing to work with
specialists in other fields on the common problem. A major
task of the top administrators, then, is to select, assist,
facilitate, and utilize the v/ork of such a group in his own
ministry and in other ministries involved in the common task.
He must also fully understand and interpret the purpose and goals
of the national legislation which has made the task possible.

March 16, 1964.
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Characteristics and Improvement of Unripened Clays
by
Dr. Po Buringh
FAO Soils Consultant
Summary.
Soil forming processes which take place when a permanent,
water saturated, under water clay sediment is drained are described briefly. Special attention is given to the physical, chemical and biological aspects of this process. Important items are
the shrinkage of the clay, resulting in a subsidence of the soil
and the possibility of formation of cat-clays if not enough lime
is present in the sediment. The final stage of the processes is
a ripened, well drained clay or clayey soil, which may have high
agricultural potentialities. Attention is drawn to some impotant investigations that have to be carried out before plans for
reclamation are made.
1.

Introduction.

Unripened clays are clay and clayey under water deposits,
saturated with water since the sedimentation. Such clay is
characterised by:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

a
a
a
a
a

very high water content;
complete and permanent state of reduction;
greyish-blue colour;
very weak, soapy consistence;
low bearing capacity (low N-value, see 7th Approximation, U S D A I960);
occurrence in tidal marshes, swamps and shallow lakes.

If such clays are reclaimed and drained, they lose the
excess water, they crack, and oxydation begins. These and
various other processes are called the process of ripening. This
soil forming process has physical, chemical and biological aspect-,
that will be dealt with below.
2,

Physical aspects of ripening.

At the initial stage surface water is drained off, the
upper few centimetres dry out, losing excess water. The clay
shrinks in all directions, mainly forming vertical cracks.
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Material near the cracks can dry out. The process continues
gradually forming, deeper and vader cracks. Finally structural
elements are formed and many horizontal and vertical cracks occur.
The soapy consistence alters in a much harder consistence, which
is normal for ripened soils. The various cracks gradually increase
the permeability and drainability. The final shrinkage of the
clay may be 10 to 30^ by volume, depending on texture, clayminerals and other characteristics.
3.

Chemical aspects of ripening.

The state of permanent and complete reduction of an
unripened clay changes to a state of oxydation, which is characteristic for a normal well-drained soil, when air penetrates into
the clay through the newly formed cracks. This alters the redoxpotential of the clay, A S Oxygen enters the clay, processes of
oxydation begin. Iron, manganese and other oxydes and hydroxydes are formed. This gradually changes the greyish-blue colour
into a brownish colour of a well-drained soil.
Due to oxydation sulphates are formed, especially in
tidal marshes and marine deposits, that contain pirite (FeS). If
the soil does a ^ contain enough Calcium Carbonate (lime), gypsum
is formed and the sulphates are not harmful. If not enough lime
is present there will be free sulphate in the oxydized material,
giving it an extremely low pH (pH 2 to 3), which is very unfavourable for plant growth. Such clay is called "cat-clay" or
"acid clay."
4»

Biological aspects of ripening.

After the clay is in a stage of oxydation, micro flora
and micro fauna enter the soil. Weeds, grasses or weed (Phragmites) begin to grow. Roots penetrate into the clay, increasing
the ripening process. Due to biological activity the upper part
of the clay gradually is mixed, losing its stratified character.
Production of CO2 and decomposition of organic matter take place.
Growing weed may speed up the ripening process, more water is
evaporated, and under saline conditions salts cannot accumulate
at the surface and in the rooting zone.
5. Final results.
The ultimate stage of the process is a normal clay soil,
that may be very valuable for agricultural production, except
when cat-clay is formed.
The whole ripening process, in particular the physical
aspects of it, is an irreversible soil process. Once a soil is
ripened, it never becomes an unripened, soapy clay again. If a

- 3 normal ripened clay is submerged or very poorly drained for a
long period the stage of reduction may be introduced again,
changing the colour of the clay in a greyish-blue colour. This
however is not an unripened clay. It is a gleying process.
Important factors influencing the ripening process of a
clay are: the texture, the mineral composition, the type of clay
minerals, the type of sedimentation (marine, estuary, fluviatile,
lake bottom clay), the am.ount of Calcium Carbonate present at the
initial stage and at the final stage of ripening, the amount of
pirite present in the unripened clay. These factors should be
given special attention, when investigating unripened clays
before reclamation plans are made.

Cairo, March 1Ö, 1964.
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Suggestions for Sprinker System Improvement and
follow-'up Program,
1,

Design and Layout.
a) Triangular spacing is better than rectangular
b) Single nozzles should be used in windy areas
c) Acceptable sprinkler spacings for use in Egypt are:'
30' X 50' ( Best for wind)
30'- X 60' (Better than 40' x 60' in wind)
40' X 60' (Triangular spacing good)

d) Pressures for the three spacings shown should be
between 3 and 4 atmospheres,
e) Nozzle diameters should not be less than 3»5 mm or
more than 5«5 mm for these spacings,
f) Lateral line layout should be neither parallel to nor
perpendicular to the general prevailing wind direction,
g) Evaporation and wind drift losses should not be
expected to exceed 10^^,
h) A properly designed system should have a uniformity of
distribution of not less than S0%,
i)

Application efficiency should not be lower than 70^,

j)- Pressure differential in the lateral lines should not
exceed 20^, (20^ pressure loss is equal to about lOfo less dischar^-' )k) Water application rate -should never be designed to
exceed the intake rate o^ the soil.
2,_ Operation and Maintenance.
a) Flags or stakes should be used to mark the position
of each setting to enable the labourer to accurately space the
linds,
b) The mainline valve should be left partially open to •
flush the line being moved of material that may clog the nozzlüs.

0) All risers should be placed in a vertical position»
( If the risers are not upri^-ht, poor uniformity will result),
d) Sprinklers should be checked to make sure nozzl^js are
not clorged m d sprinklers are all free to revolve,
e) Gaskets should be checked occasionally for leakage or
damage,
f) During periods of non use, gaskets should be stored in
a dark place, submersed in water. Sprinklers and risers should
be placed in such a position as to prevent mechanical damage being
done,
g) Spacings may be staggered (moving half spaces) on '
alternate irrigation to improve wetting under vandy conditions,
h) Trainagle spacings (using a half length of pipe on alt..rnate moves) may be used to improve distribution,
i) Uniformity of distribution can be field checked by
placing cans, uniformily spaced, checking the am'ount of water in tlij
cans, and calculating the uniformity coefficient,
j) The operator should dig into the soil occasionally
to visually determine the depth of vrat^r penetration,
k) Field checks should be made before irrigation to deter'iine
if proper timing of watjr application is being followed,
1) Occasionally,' longer applications should be made to W'-t
the soil to deeper depths. This should bo done prior to applicatie-'.
of any fertilizer to the soil,
m) Fertilizer may be applied through the sprinkler system,
but the system should bo thoroughly flushed after the application,'
also washing the fertilizer from the ,foliage. Phosphates should
not be used in the sprinklir system.
n) If the application rate exceeds th..; basic int tke rat:;
of the soil, the nozzle size of the sprinklers should be reduced,
3»

Follow-up Program,

a) As water holding capacity is increased longer sets
(more water) cran be used,
b) As salts are leached from the soils the amount of water
at easrh application m3.j be reduced, (If A and B occur simultaneously, the same amount of water may suffice )-i
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c) Studies should be made- on the soils irrigated to show
the root development on each soil.
d) Irrigation should be fitted at all times to the soil
and the crop development,
e) If a water table is built up in the sandy areas,
special attention should be given to amounts and frequencies of
wayer application and should be adjusted accordingly.

March 20-, 196-4
Cairo, U.A» R,
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Some Considerations on Procedures, Order and Timing in
Reclamation of Soils for Irrigation in the High Dam Project.
By
Dr. 0. T. Osgood
Regional Technical Officer,
Land Use and Farm Development
FAO Near East Regional Office, Cairo

Discussions in the Aswan Development Conference and observations
in the field study tours of consultants in the United Nations Special
Fund Soils Project have suggested both needs and possibilities for much
further consideration of procedures, order and timing in proposed
developm.ent projects in irrigation. It is the purpose of this statement
to outline for discussion some of the points that may well be included
in the considerations.
1,
Much further study needs to be given to the economic as well soils,
engineering, social and other aspects of the problems. Continuing
studies of the economics of location of the various types of production
could well be made along with more detailed studies of land use suitabilities, relative suitabilities, production capacities, and costs rnd
benefits. Cropping system.s in relation to both soils and location could
well be conducted in the old as well as new areas for increasing
efficiency in production. Production methods and practices could be
included. Needs and possibilities in processing and marketing of product.,
could be determined. Relatively sm.all pilot schemes could well bo
established, instead of larger development schemes, in marginal rroblem
areas for providing needed data on methods, costs and benefits. Data
developed in the pilot schemes could be used both for evaluations of
alternative areas and for guiding any further development ^ïithin the
areas.
2»
There is time for the needed studies in advance of the time vriien it
is necessary to begin development on marginal areas, such as the desert
sands with lov; watertables and containing negligible amounts of silt and
clay. The lands that have been set out in the soil surveys as clearly
suitable for development together Vifith the im.proved irrigation that is
possible in the old areas, should be quite adequate for the first phase
of development over the next several years. This part of the ultimate
developm.ent, a very great undertaking within itself, v/ill be easier to
bring about and to integrate into the economy at one time than would
./2..

- 2 still larger areas. It is not unreasonable to expect that with the
first phase limited to the clearly suitable lands, including those- that
may well be leached with the available water, there will still be disloeatione
and marketing problems that will affect not only new
producers but laany in the old areas as well. Major marketing problems
combined with the many others of high cost producers on lands with
poor production, quality as well as quantity, could be disasterous for
those producers and bring little benefit for the project. During a.n
adjustment period near and at the end of the first phs.se of developm.ent,
the continuing studies on location of production could dettr.mine wfhat
additional products are most needed ,which offer the better possibilities,
where shifts in production are needed, and which new areas could be m.ost
useful in rounding out the production programs. By that time it should
also be possible to com.pare the developn^.-nts and trends in industry
with those in agriculture for forcasting the alternative needs and
possibilities for labor in further development.
3»
The suggested procedure is to move steadily ahead in reclamation
and developm_ent of the areas where soil surveys have set out unquestioned
suitabilities and highest production potentials, while lii-.-iiting to pilot
schemes and other studies the activities on both the high coarse sand
and low saline clay margins. To allow some of the water to flow to the
sea unused during a period of orderly investigations and development,
as it has during all previous time, would be better than to allofif the
desire for immediate use of all the water to cause inefficient and
v^asteful use of capital, labor and other resources through errors in
loce.tion of use or in m.ethods and practices in operation. These resource
m.ay be expected to becom-e scarce and find possibilities for m.ore
productive em.ployn.ent than on the land margins before all the good lands
are reclaimed and developed.
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